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Chapterr  6 

Memory /CPUU Optimized 
Queryy Processing 

Customm hardware—from workstations to PCs—has experienced tremendous improve-
mentss in the past decades. However, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, this improvement 
hass not been equally distributed over all aspects of hardware performance and capac-
ity.. Figure 3.1 shows that the speed of commercial microprocessors has been increasing 
roughlyy 70% every year, while the speed of commodity DRAM has improved by littl e 
moree than 50% over the past decade [Mow94]. A partial reason for this trend is that 
theree is a direct trade-off between capacity and speed in DRAM chips, and the highest 
priorityy has been for increasing capacity. The result is that from the perspective of 
thee processor, memory has been getting slower at a dramatic rate. This affects all 
computerr systems, making it increasingly difficult to achieve high processor efficiency. 
Anotherr trend is the ever increasing number inter-stage and intra-stage parallel ex-
ecutionn opportunities provided by the multiple execution pipelines and speculative 
executionn in modern CPUs. It has been shown that current database systems on the 
markett make poor use of these new features [ADHW99, KPH+98, BGB98, TLPZT97]. 
Thiss poor use is embodied by low IPC scores (instructions executed per CPU cycle) 
andd high number of memory cache misses observed during database query execution. 
Inn contrast, other computational fields, like scientific computation, show over the gen-
erationss of hardware increasing IPC scores, achieving near optimum performance out 
off  modern CPUs and memory subsystems. 

Onee rationale behind Monet was to reverse this trend in database systems; there-
fore,, its design focuses on efficient use of main memory and CPU resources in query 
intensivee database applications. One research question in Monet therefore was how 
dataa structures and algorithms should be designed in order to make efficient use of 
thesee resources. This chapter treats this subject, in particular the efficient processing 
off  large joins in the context of (standard) relational query processing. 

6.11 Related Work 
Databasee system research into the design of algorithms and data structures that opti-
mizee memory access, has been relatively scarce. Our major reference here is the work 
byy ShatDahl et al. [SKN94], which shows that join performance can be improved using 
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aa main memory variant of Grace Join, in which both relations are first hash-partitioned 
inn chunks that fit the (L2) memory cache. While being a landmark paper, there were 
variouss reasons that led us to explore this direction of research further. First, after its 
publication,, the observed trends in custom hardware have continued, deepening the 
memorymemory access bottleneck. For instance, the authors list a mean performance penalty 
forr a cache miss of 20-30 cycles in 1994, while a range of 200-300 is typical in 2001 
(andd rising). This increases the benefits of cache-optimizations, and possibly changes 
thee trade-offs. Another development has been the introduction of so-called level-one 
(LI )) caches, which are typically very small regions on the CPU chip that can be ac-
cessedd at almost CPU clock-speed. The authors of [SKN94] provide algorithms that 
aree only feasible for the relatively larger, off-chip L2 caches that were in existence at 
thatt time. Finally, [SKN94] uses standard relational data structures. We wil l argue, 
inn contrast, that the impact of memory access is so severe, that vertically fragmented 
dataa structures should be applied at the physical level of database storage. 

Thoughh we believe in the universal relevance of memory-access optimization to 
databasee performance, it is especially important for main memory databases [LC86a, 
LC86b,, Eic89, Wil91, AP92, GMS92]. In the case of Monet, we use aggressive coding 
techniquess for optimizing CPU resource utilization [BK99], that go much beyond the 
usuall  MMDBM S implementation techniques [DKO+84]. As described in Section 5.3.3, 
alll  Monet implementation code is written in a macro language, from which C language 
implementationss are generated. The macros implement a variety of techniques, by 
virtuee of which the inner loops of performance-critical algorithms like join are free of 
overheadss like database ADT calls, data movement and loop condition management. 
Thesee techniques were either pioneered by our group (e.g., logarithmic code expan-
sionn [Ker89]) or taken from the field of high performance computing [LL97]. In this 
work,, we wil l show that these techniques allow compilers to produce code that better 
exploitss the parallel resources offered by modern CPUs. 

Pastt work on main-memory query optimization [LN96, WK90] models the main-
memoryy cost of query processing operators on the coarse level of a procedure call, 
usingg profiling to obtain some 'magical' constants. As such, these models do not pro-
videe insight in individual components that make up query cost, limiting their predictive 
value.. Conventional (i.e., non main-memory) cost modeling, in contrast, has I/O as 
dominantt cost aspect, making it possible to formulate accurate models based on the 
amountt of predicted I /O work. Calibrating such models is easy, as statistics on the 
I / OO accesses caused during an experiment are readily available in a database system. 
Pastt main memory work has not been able to provide such cost models on a similarly 
detailedd level, for two reasons. First, it has been found difficult to model the inter-
actionn between low-level hardware components like CPU, Memory Management Unit, 
buss and memory caches. Second, it was impossible to measure the status of these com-
ponentss during experiments, which is necessary for tuning and calibration of models. 
Modernn CPUs, however, contain counters for events like cache misses, and exact CPU 
cycless [BZ98, ZLTI96, Yea96, AdvOO, GBC+95, GT96, LH99, HSU+01, SA00, TDF01]. 
Thiss enabled us to develop a new main-memory cost modeling methodology that first 
mimicss the memory access pattern of an algorithm, yielding a number of CPU cycle 
andd memory cache events, and then scores this pattern with an exact cost prediction. 
Therefore,, the main contribution of the algorithms, models and experiments presented 
heree is to demonstrate that detailed cost-modeling of main memory performance is 
bothh important and feasible. 
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6.22 Outlin e 
Inn Section 6.3, we take a look at the aspects of modern computer architecture most 
relevantt for the performance of main memory query execution, identify ongoing trends 
inn custom hardware, and outline the consequences of these trends for database ar-
chitecture.. We also describe our calibration tool, that extracts the most important 
hardwaree characteristics like cache size, cache line-size, and cache latency from any 
computerr system, and provide results for our benchmark platforms (Sun, SGI, and PC 
hardware). . 

Inn Section 6.4.2, we introduce the Radix-Cluster algorithm that improves the par-
titioningg phase in Partitioned Hash-Join, as it allows to trade memory access cost 
forr extra CPU processing. We perform exhaustive experiments where we use CPU 
eventt counters to obtain detailed insight in the performance of this algorithm. First, 
wee vary the partition sizes, to show the effect of tuning the memory access pattern 
too the memory caches sizes. Second, we investigate the impact of code optimization 
techniquess from the field of main memory databases. These experiments show that 
improvementss of almost an order of magnitude can be obtained by combining both 
techniquess (cache tuning and code optimization) rather than by each one individually. 
Wee explain our results with detailed models of both the partition (Radix-Cluster) 
andd join phase of Partitioned Hash-Join, and show how performance can exactly be 
predictedd from hardware events like cache and TLB misses. 

Thee partitioned join and clustering strategies solely focus on determining for an equi-
joinn which tuples join together. Their end-result hence is a join-index; i.e. projection 
off  columns other than the join key columns from both input tables into the result 
wass disregarded. In traditional relational DBMSs, this is not a critical omission, as 
includingg projection columns in the join algorithms is a trivial extension on the Radix-
Clusterr and Partitioned Hash-Join (the relations processed just get a bit wider due 
too the extra "luggage" of the projection columns). This is not the case for Monet 
queryy processing with vertically fragmented relations, where column projection is a 
separatee phase, posterior to computing the join itself. In Section 6.5, we describe a 
neww algorithm called Radix-Decluster, that executes such single-column projections 
veryy efficiently with regards to CPU usage and memory access, and use it in extensive 
benchmarkingg to compare the performance of overall join processing (including pro-
jections)) of Monet with "traditional" and cache-conscious join processing in relational 
systems. . 

6.33 Modern Hardwar e and DBM S Performance 

First,, we describe the technical details of modern hardware relevant for main memory 
queryy performance, focusing on CPU and memory architectures. We perform experi-
mentss to illustrate how the balance between CPU and memory cost in query processing 
hass shifted through time, and discuss a calibration tool that automatically extracts the 
hardwaree parameters most important for performance prediction from any computer 
system.. We then look at what future hardware technology has in store, and identify a 
numberr of trends. 
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Figuree 6.1: Modern Out-Of-Order CPU Figure 6.2: Hierarchical Memory System 

6.3.11 A Short Hardware Primer 
Whilee CPU clock frequency has been following Moore's law (doubling every three 
years),, CPUs have additionally become faster through parallelism within the proces-
sor.. Scalar CPUs separate different execution stages for instructions, e.g., allowing a 
computationn stage of one instruction to be overlapped with the decoding stage of the 
nextt instruction. Such a pipelined design allows for inter-stage parallelism. Modern 
super-scalarsuper-scalar CPUs add intra-stage parallelism, as they have multiple copies of certain 
(pipelined)) units that can be active simultaneously. Although CPUs are commonly 
classifiedd as either RISC or CISC, modern CPUs combine successful features of both. 
Figuree 6.1 shows a simplified schema that characterizes how modern CPUs work: in-
structionss that need to be executed are loaded from memory by a fetch-and-decode 
unit.. In order to speed up this process, multiple fetch-and-decode units may be present 
(e.g.,, the Pentiumlll has three, the R10000 two [Die99, KP99, ZLTI96, Yea96]). De-
codedd instructions are placed in an instruction queue, from which they are executed by 
onee of various functional units, which are sometimes specialized in integer-, floating-
point,, and load/store pipelines. The Pentiumlll, for instance, has two such functional 
units,, whereas the R10000 has even five. To exploit this parallel potential, modern 
CPUss rely on techniques like branch prediction to predict which instruction wil l be 
nextt before the previous has finished. Also, the modern cache memories are non-
blocking,blocking, which means that a cache miss does not stall the CPU. Such a design allows 
thee pipelines to be filled with multiple instructions that wil l probably have to be ex-
ecutedd (a.k.a. speculative execution), betting on yet unknown outcomes of previous 
instructions.. Al l this goes accompanied by the necessary logic to restore order in case 
off  mis-predicted branches. As this can cost a significant penalty, and as it is very 
importantt to fill  all pipelines to obtain the performance potential of the CPU, much 
attentionn is paid in hardware design to efficient branch prediction. CPUs work with 
predictionprediction tables that record statistics about branches taken in the past. 

Modernn computer architectures have a hierarchical memory system, as depicted in 
Figuree 6.2, where access by the CPU to main memory, consisting of DRAM chips on 
thee system board, is accelerated by various levels of cache memories. Introduction of 
thesee cache memories, that consist of fast but expensive SRAM chips, was necessary 
duee to the fact that DRAM memory latency has progressed littl e through time, making 
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itss performance relative to the CPU become worse exponentially. First, one level of 
cachee was added by placing SRAM chips on the motherboard. Then, as CPU clock-
speedss kept increasing, the physical distance between these chips and the CPU became 
aa problem, as it takes a minimum amount of time per distance to carry an electrical 
signall  over a wire. As a result, modern CPUs have cache memories inside the processor 
chip.. Without loss of generality, we assume one on-chip cache called LI , and a typically 
largerr off-chip cache on the system board called L2. We identify three aspects that 
determinee memory access cost: 

latencyy Our exact definition of memory latency (IMem) is the time needed to transfer 
onee byte from the main memory to the L2 cache. This occurs, when the piece 
off  memory being accessed is in neither the LI nor the L2 cache, so we speak of 
ann L2 miss. It is important to note that during this time, all current hardware 
actuallyy transfers multiple consecutive words to the memory subsystem, since 
eachh cache level has a smallest unit of transfer (called the cache line). During 
onee memory fetch, modern hardware loads an entire cache line from the main 
memory11 in one go, by reading data from many DRAM chips at the same time, 
transferringg all bits in the cache line in parallel over a wide bus. Similarly, with 
L2L2 latency (ILI) we mean the time it takes the CPU to access data that is in 
L22 but not in Ll (an Ll miss), and Ll latency (ILI) is the time it takes the 
CPUU to access data in Ll . Each L2 miss is preceded by an Ll miss. Hence, the 
totall  latency to access data that is in neither cache is I Mem + IL2 + hi- As Ll 
latencyy cannot be avoided, we assume in the remainder of this chapter, that Ll 
latencyy is included in the pure CPU cost, and regard only memory latency and 
L22 latency as explicit memory access cost. 

Too give an idea of the typical latencies, the Origin2000 used in our experiments 
hass a Ll latency of 1 cycle, a L2 latency of 6 cycles and a memory latency of 
1000 cycles (it uses the 250MHz R10000 processors [ZLTI96, Yea96], so 1 cycle 
== 4ns). Thus, loading an Ll line (32 byte) form memory to the CPU takes 
iMemiMem + IL2 — 106 cycles, loading an L2 line (128 byte, 4 Ll lines) from memory 
too CPU takes iMem + 4 *  ILI = 124 cycles, or 496ns. 

bandwidthh We define memory bandwidth as the number of megabytes of main mem-
oryy the CPU can access per second. Sometimes there is a difference between 
readd and write bandwidth, but this difference tends to be small. Bandwidth 
iss usually maximized on a sequential access pattern, as only then all memory 
wordss in the cache lines are used fully. In conventional hardware, the memory 
bandwidthh used to be simply the cache line size divided by the memory latency, 
butt modern multiprocessor systems typically provide excess bandwidth capacity. 

Forr instance, when fetching cache lines sequentially our Origin2000 would provide 
128// (496*10~9) = 246Mb/s, but its maximum bandwidth is in fact 555MB/s. 

addresss translation The Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) is a common element 
inn modern CPUs (see Figure 6.1). This buffer is used in the translation of logical 
virtuall  memory addresses used by application code to physical page addresses in 

1Too which cache line the memory is loaded, is determined from the memory address. An X-way 
associativee cache allows to load a line in X different positions. If X>1, some cache replacement policy 
choosess one from the X candidates. Least Recently Used (LRU) is the most common replacement 
algorithm. . 
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yearr 1992 1995 1996 1997 1997 1998 1998 1999 '»»*> 

systemm Sun IX PC Sun Ultra PC SunUltra DEC Alpha Ortgin2000 PC 
CPUU type Sparc Pentium UltraSparc PentiumPro UltraSpardl Alpha R10000 Pentiumlll 

CPUU speed 50 MHz 133 MHz 200 MHz 200 MHz 296 MHz 500 MHz 250 MHz 450 MHz 
cachelinee 16/- 32/32 16/64 32/32 16/64 32/64 32/128 32/32 

sizee (L1/L2) 

Figuree 6.3: CPU and memory access cost per tuple in a simple table scan 

thee main memory of the computer. The TLB is a kind of cache that holds the 
translationn for (typically) the 64 most recently used pages. If a logical address is 
foundd in the TLB, the translation has no additional cost. However, if a logical 
addresss is not cached in the TLB, a TLB miss occurs. A TLB miss is handled 
byy trapping to a routine in the operating system kernel, that translates the ad-
dresss and places it in the TLB. Depending on the implementation and hardware 
architecture,, TLB misses can be more costly even than a main memory access 
(onn our Origin2000, it costs 57 cycles = 228ns). Moreover, handling a TLB miss 
oftenn involves a lookup in a large memory array, whose access can itself trigger 
additionall  memory cache misses. The more pages an application uses (which is 
alsoo dependent of the often configurable size of the memory pages), the higher 
thee probability of TLB misses. 

6.3.22 Experimental Quantification 

Wee use a simple scan test to demonstrate the severe impact of memory access cost on 
thee performance of elementary database operations. In this test, we sequentially scan 
ann in-memory buffer, by iteratively reading one byte with a varying stride, i.e. the 
offsett between two subsequently accessed memory addresses. We made sure that the 
bufferr was in memory, but not in any of the memory caches. This experiment mimics 
whatt happens if a database server performs a read-only scan of a one-byte column in 
ann in-memory table with a certain record-width (the stride); as would happen in a in 
aa simple aggregation (e.g. SELECT MAX(column) FROM table). 

Figuree 6.3 shows results of this experiment on a number of popular workstations of 
thee past decade. The X-axis shows the different systems ordered by their age, and per 
systemm the different strides tested. The Y-axis shows the absolute elapsed time for the 
experiments.. For each system, the graph is split up to show which part of the elapsed 
timee is spent waiting for memory (upper), and which part with CPU processing (lower, 
gray-shaded). . 

Al ll  systems show the same basic behavior with best performance at stride 1, increas-
ingg to some maximum at a larger stride, after which performance stays constant. This 
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iss explained as follows: when the stride is small, successive iterations in the scan read 
bytess that are near to each other in memory, hitting the same cache line. The number 
off  LI and L2 cache misses is therefore low, and the memory access costs are negligible 
comparedd to the CPU costs. As the stride increases, the cache miss rates and thus the 
memoryy access costs also increase. The cache miss rates reach their maxima, as soon 
ass the stride reaches the cache line size. Then, every memory read is a cache miss. 
Performancee cannot become any worse and stays constant. 

Whenn comparing the Sun LX to the Origin2000, we see that CPU performance has 
increasedd 10-fold, of which a factor 5 can be attributed to faster clock frequency (from 
50MHzz to 250MHz), and a factor 2 to increased processor parallelism (the CPU cost 
hass fallen from 160ns at 50MHz = 8 cycles to 16ns at 250MHz = 4 cycles). While this 
trendd of exponentially increasing CPU performance is easily recognizable, the memory 
costt trend in Figure 6.3 shows a mixed picture, and has certainly not kept up with 
thee advances in CPU power. Consequently, while our experiment was still largely 
CPU-boundd on the Sun from 1992, it is dominated by memory access cost on the 
modernn machines (even the Pentiumlll with fast memory is 75% of the time stalling 
forr memory). Note that the modern machines from Sun, Silicon Graphics and DEC 
actuallyy have a memory access cost that in absolute numbers is even higher than the 
Sunn from 1992. This can be attributed to the complex memory subsystem that goes 
withh multi-processor SMP design, resulting in a high memory latency. These machines 
doo provide a high memory bandwidth—thanks to the ever growing cache line sizes2— 
butt this does not do any good in our experiment at large strides (when data locality 
iss low). 

Thiss simple experiment also makes clear why database systems are quickly con-
strainedd by memory access, even on simple tasks like scanning, that seem to have an 
accesss pattern that is easily cacheable (sequential). The default physical representation 
off  a tuple is a consecutive byte sequence (a "record"), which must always be accessed 
byy the bottom operators in a query evaluation tree (typically selections or projections). 
Thee record byte-width of typical relational table is measured in the hundreds of bytes. 
Figuree 6.3 makes quite clear that such large strides lead to worst-case performance, 
suchh that the memory access bottleneck kill s all CPU performance advances. 

Too improve performance, we strongly recommend using verticall y fragmented data 
structures.. In our Monet system, we fully decompose relational tables on all columns, 
storingg each in a separate Binary Association Tables (BAT). This approach is known 
inn literature as the Decomposed Storage Model [CK85]. A BAT is represented in 
memoryy as an array of fixed-size two-field records [oid,value] - called Binary UNits 
(BUN)) - where the oid-s are used to link together the tuples that are decomposed 
acrosss different BATs. Full vertical fragmentation keeps the database records thin (8 
bytess or less) and is therefore the key for reducing memory access cost (staying on the 
leftt side of the graphs in Figure 6.3). 

6.3.33 Calibrator Tool 

Inn order to analyze the impact of memory access cost in detail, we need to know the 
characteristicc parameters of the memory system, like memory sizes, cache sizes, cache 
linee sizes, and access latencies. Often, not all these parameters are (correctly) present 

2 I nn one memory fetch, the Origin2000 gets 128 bytes, whereas the Sun LX gets only 16; an 
improvementt of factor 8. 
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Origin2000 0 
!IL1ll=32kk l!L2ll=4M 

Sunn Ultra 
IIL1ll=16kk !IL2II=1M 

2000 1000 

Intell  PC 
IIL1li=16kk lll_2ll=512k 

6kk 64k 256k 1M 4M 16M64M 
memoryy range [bytes] 

stridee 256 + 
stridee 128 -x~ 
stridee 64 —
stridee 32 - -e -
stridee 16
stridee 8 o 
stridee 4 — 

4kk 16k 64k 256k 1M 4 
memoryy range [bytes] 

stridee 128 
stridee 64 
stridee 32 
stridee 16 
stridee 8 
stridee 4 —< 

6kk 64k 256k 1M 
memoryy range [bytes] 

stridee 64 
stridee 32 
stridee 16 
stridee 8 
stridee 4 

Figuree 6.4: Calibrator Tool: Cache sizes, lines sizes, and latencies 

inn the hardware manual or from the vendor. Thus, we need to calibrate them ourselves. 
Inn the following, we describe a simple but powerful calibration tool to measure the 
(cache)) memory characteristics of an arbitrary machine. 

Calibratin gg the Memory System Our calibrator is a simple C program, mainly a 
smalll  loop that executes a million memory reads. By changing the stride and the size of 
thee memory area, we force varying cache miss rates. Thus, we can calculate the latency 
forr a cache miss by comparing the execution time without misses to the execution time 
withh exactly one miss per iteration. This approach only works, if memory accesses are 
executedd purely sequential, i.e. we have to make sure, that neither two or more load 
instructionss nor memory access and pure CPU work overlap. We use a simple pointer 
chasingg mechanism to achieve this: the memory area we access is initialized such that 
eachh load returns the address for the subsequent load in the next iteration. Thus, 
modernn super-scalar CPUs cannot benefit from their ability to hide memory access 
latencyy by speculative execution. 

Too measure the cache characteristics, we run our experiment several times, varying 
thee stride and the array size. We make sure, that the stride varies at least between 
44 byte and twice the maximal expected cache line size, and that the array size varies 
fromm half the minimal expected cache size to at least ten times the maximal expected 
cachee size. The leftmost plot in Figure 6.4 depicts the resulting execution time (in 
nanoseconds)) per iteration for different array sizes on our Origin2000 (MIPS R10000, 
2500 MHz = 4ns per cycle). Each curve represents a different stride. From this figure, 
wee can derive the desired parameters as follows: Up to an array size of 32 KB, one 
iterationn takes 8 nanoseconds (i.e. 2 cycles), independent on the stride. Here, no cache 
missess occur once the data is loaded, as the array completely fits in LI cache. One 
off  the two cycles accounts for executing the load instruction, the other one accounts 
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forr the latency to access data in LI . With array sizes between 32 KB and 4 MB, 
thee array exceeds LI , but still fits in L2. Thus, LI misses occur. The miss rate 
(i.e.. the number of misses per iteration) depends on the stride (s) and the LI cache 
linee size (LSLi). With s < LSLI, -Z-Z,— LI misses occur per iteration (or one LI 

JJ S1 

misss occurs every iterations). With s > LSn, each load causes an LI miss. 
s s 

Figuree 6.4 shows, that the execution time increases with the stride, up to a stride 
off  32. Then, it stays constant. Hence, LI line size is 32 byte. Further, LI miss 
latencyy (i.e. L2 access latency) is 32ns - 8ns = 24ns, or 6 cycles. Similarly, when the 
arrayy size exceeds L2 size (4 MB), L2 misses occur. Here, L2 line size is 128 byte, 
andd L2 miss latency (memory access latency) is 432ns - 32ns = 400ns, or 100 cycles. 
Analogously,, the middle and the rightmost plot in Figure 6.4 show the results for a 
Sunn Ultra (Sun UltraSPARC [GBC+95] 200 MHz = 5ns per cycle) and an Intel PC 
(Intell  PentiumlII! [Die99, KP99] 450 MHz = 2.22ns per cycle). 

Thee sequential memory bandwidth for our systems, listed in Table 6.1, is computed 
fromm the cache line sizes and the latencies as follows: 

LSL2 LSL2 
bwbwsegseg = — . 

Wemm + T~3— * ^2 
LbLl LbLl 

Wee wil l discuss parallel memory bandwidth in the next section. 
Analogously,, we derive the parallel memory bandwidth from our scan experiment (cf. 

Figuree 6.3) by dividing the largest cache line side by the execution for the respective 
stride.. We get 555 MB/s for the Origin2000, 244 MB/s for the Sun, and 484 MB/s 
forr the PC. 

Calibratin gg TL B We use a similar approach as above to measure TLB miss cost. 
Thee idea here is to force one TLB miss per iteration, but to avoid any cache misses. 
Wee force TL B misses by using a stride that is equal to or larger than the systems 
pagee size, and by choosing the array size such that we access more distinct spots than 
theree are TLB entries. Cache misses wil l occur at least as soon as the number of spots 
accessedd exceeds the number of cache lines. We cannot avoid that. But even with less 
spotss accessed, two or more spots might be mapped to the same cache line, causing 
conflictt misses. To avoid this, we use strides that are not exactly powers of two, but 
slightlyy bigger, shifted by L2 cache line size, i.e. s = 2X + LSLQ-

Figuree 6.5 shows the results for our three machines. The x-axis now gives the number 
off  spots accessed, i.e. array size divided by stride. Again, each curve represents a 
differentt stride. From the leftmost plot (Origin2000), e.g., we derive the following: 
Likee above, we observe the base line of 8 nanoseconds (i.e. 2 cycles) per iteration. The 
smallestt number of spots where the performance decreases due to TLB misses is 64, 
hence,, there are 64 TLB entries. The decrease at 64 spots occurs with strides of 32KB 
orr more, thus, the page size is 32KB. Further, TLB miss latency is 236ns-8ns = 228ns, 
orr 57 cycles. In the rightmost plot, the second step at 512 spots is caused by LI misses 
ass LI latency is 4 times higher than TLB latency on the PC. On the Origin2000 and 
onn the Sun, LI misses also occur with more than 1024 spots access, but their impact is 
negligiblee as TLB latency is almost 10 times higher than L l latency on these machines. 

Tablee 6.1 gathers the results for all three machines. The PC has the highest L2 
latency,, probably as its L2 cache is running at only half the CPU's clock speed, but 
itt has the lowest memory latency and an incredibly low TL B miss latency. The Ori-
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Origin2000 0 Sunn Ultra 
ITLBI=644 IL1l=1024 

Intell  PC 
1TLBI=644 IL1I=512 
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644 256 1024 
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Figuree 6.5: Calibrator Tool: TLB entries and TLB miss costs 

gin20000 has the highest memory latency, but due to its large cache lines, it achieves 
thee best sequential memory bandwidth. 

6.3.44 Parallel Memory Access 

I tt is interesting to note that the calibrated latencies in Table 6.1 do not always confirm 
thee suggested latencies in the sequential scan experiment from Figure 6.3. For the 
Pentiumlll,, the access cost per memory read of 52ns at a stride of 32 bytes, and 
204nss at a stride of 128 bytes for the Origin2000, are considerably lower than their 
memoryy latencies (135ns resp. 424ns), where in the case of the Sun Ultra, the scan 
measurementt at L2 line size almost coincides with the calibrated memory latency. 

OS S 
C PU U 
CPUU speed 
mainn memory size 
LII  cache size 
LII  cache line size 
LII  cache lines 
L22 cache size 
L22 cache line size 
L22 lines 
TLBB entries 
pagee size 
TLBB size 
LII  miss latency 
L22 miss latency 
TL BB miss latency 
seq.. memory bandwidth 
par.. memory bandwidth 

pil l l LSLSL1 L1 

\L1\LI \L1\LI 
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LSLSL2 L2 
\L2\\L2\L2 L2 
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\\Pg\\ \\Pg\\ 
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lL2 lL2 
ÏMem ÏMem 
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SGII  Origin2000 
ÜUX644 6.5 

MIPSS R10000 
2500 MHz 

488 GB (4 GB local) 
322 KB 

322 bytes 
1024 4 

44 MB 
1288 bytes 

32.768 8 
64 4 

322 KB 
22 MB 

244 ns — 6 cycles 
4000 ns = 100 cycles 
2288 ns = 57 cycles 

2466 MB/s 
5555 MB/s 

Sunn Ultra 
Solariss 2.5.1 

Sunn UltraSparc 
2000 MHz 
5122 MB 
166 KB 

166 bytes 
1024 4 
11 MB 

644 bytes 
16,384 4 

64 4 
88 KB 

5122 KB 
300 ns = 6 cycles 

1955 ns = 39 cycles 
2700 ns = 54 cycles 

1933 MB/s 
2444 MB/s 

Intell  PC 
Linuxx 2.2.5 

Intell  Pentiumlll 
4500 MHz 
5122 MB 
166 KB 

322 bytes 
512 2 

5122 KB 
322 bytes 
16,384 4 

64 4 
44 KB 

2566 KB 
42.22 ns = 19 cycles 
93.33 ns = 42 cycles 
11.11 ns = 5 cycles 

2255 MB/s 
4844 MB/s 

Tablee 6.1: Calibrated Performance Characteristics 
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Thee discrepancies are caused by parallel memory access that can occur on CPUs that 
featuree both speculative execution and a non-blocking memory system. This allows a 
CPUU to execute multiple memory load instructions in parallel, potentially enhancing 
memoryy bandwidth above the level of cache-line size divided by latency. Prerequisites 
forr this technique are a bus system with excess transport capacity and a non-blocking 
cachecache system that allows multiple outstanding cache misses. 

Too answer the question what needs to be done by an application programmer to 
achievee these parallel memory loads, let us consider a simple programming loop that 
sumss an array of integers. Figure 6.6 shows three implementations, where the leftmost 
columnn contains the standard approach that results in sequential memory loads into 
thee buf[size] array. An R10000 processor [ZLTÏ96, Yea96] can continue executing 
memoryy load instructions speculatively until four of them are stalled. In this loop that 
wil ll  indeed happen if buf[i],buf[i+l],buf[i+2 ] and buf[i+3] are not in the (L2) cache. 
However,, due to the fact that our loop accesses consecutive locations in the buf array, 
thesee four memory references request the same 128-byte L2 cache line. Consequently, 
noo parallel memory access takes place. If we assume that this loop takes 2 cycles per 
iteration3,, we can calculate that 32 iterations cost 32*2 + 124 = 190 cycles (where 
1244 is the memory latency on our Origin2000); a total mean cost of 5.94 cycles per 
addition. . 

Parallell  memory access can be enforced by having one loop that iterates two cursors 
throughh the buf [size] array (see the middle column of Figure 6.6). This causes 2 parallel 
1288 byte (=32 integer) L2 cache line fetches from memory per 32 iterations, for a total 
off  64 additions. On the R10000, the measured maximum memory bandwidth of the 
buss is 555MB/s, so fetching two 128-byte cache lines in parallel costs only 112 cycles 
(insteadd of 124 + 124). The mean cost per addition is hence 2 + 112/64 = 3.75 cycles. 

I tt is important to note that parallel memory access is achieved only if the ability of the 
CPUU to execute multiple instructions speculatively spans multiple memory references 
inn the application code. In other words, the parallel effect disappears if there is too 
muchh CPU work between two memory fetches (more than 124 cycles on the R10000) 
orr if the instructions are too much interdependent, causing a CPU stall before reaching 
thee next memory reference. For database algorithms this means that random access 
operationss like hashing wil l not profit from parallel memory access, as following a link 
listt (hash bucket chain) causes one iteration to depend on the previous; hence a memory 
misss wil l block execution. Only iterative algorithms with independent iterations and 
CPUU processing cost per iteration that is less than the memory latency, wil l profit, 
likee in the simple scan experiment from Figure 6.3. This experiment reaches optimal 
parallell  bandwidth when the stride is equal to this L2 cache line size. As each loop 

3Ass each iteration of our loop consists of a memory load (buf[i]), an integer addition (of "total" 
withh this value), an integer increment (of i), a comparison, and a branch, the R10000 manual suggests 
aa total cost of minimally 6 cycles. However, due to the speculative execution in the R10000 processor, 
thiss is reduced to 2 cycles on the average) 

normall  loop 
for(in tt  to t= i=0; i<N; i-H-) { 

tott + = buf[i] ; 
} } 

5.944 cycles/adcfition 

mult i-curso rr  | prefetch 
forr  (int to to=to t! = i=0, C=N/2; i<C; i-H-) {  |for(in t tot=i=Ó; i<N; i-H-) { 

t o t0+== buf[i] ; #pre fe tch buf[i+32] freq=32 
t o t i +== buf[i+C]; tot += buf[ij ; 

}}  int tot = toto+ to t i ; (} 
3.755 cycles/addition | 3.88 —¥ 2 cycles/addition 

Figuree 6.6: Three ways to sum an int-array, and their cycles per addition (Origin2000) 
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iterationn then requests one subsequent cache line, modern CPUs wil l have multiple 
memoryy loads outstanding, executing them in parallel. Results are summarized at 
thee bottom of Table 6.1, showing the parallel effect to be especially strong on the 
Origin20000 and the Pentiumlll. In other words, if the memory access pattern is not 
sequentiall  (like in equi-join), the memory access penalty paid on these systems is 
actuallyy much higher than suggested by Figure 6.3, but determined by the latencies 
fromm Table 6.1. 

6.3.55 Prefetched Memory Access 

Computerr systems with a non-blocking cache can shadow memory latency by perform-
ingg a memory fetch well before it is actually needed. CPUs like the MIPS R10000, 
thee Intel Pentiumlll, and the newer Sun UltraSPARC II [GT96] processors have spe-
ciall  prefetching instructions for this purpose. These instructions can be thought of as 
memoryy load instructions that do not deliver a result. Their only side-effect is a mod-
ificationn of the status of the caches. The work in [Mow94] studies compiler techniques 
too generate these prefetching instructions automatically. These techniques optimize 
arrayy accesses from within loops when most loop information and dependencies are 
staticallyy available, and as such are very appropriate for scientific codes written in 
FORTRAN.. Database codes written in C / C + +, however, do not profit from these 
techniquess as even the most simple table scan implementation wil l typically result in 
aa loop with both a dynamic stride and length, as these are (dynamically) determined 
byy the width and length of the table that is being scanned. Also, if table values are 
comparedd or manipulated within the loop using a function call (e.g., comparing two 
valuess for equality using a C function looked up from some ADT table, or a C ++ 
methodd with late binding), the unprotected pointer model of the C / C ++ languages 
forcess the compiler to consider the possibility of side effects from within that function; 
eliminatingg the possibility of optimization. 

Ass a way around such situations, the MipsPRO compiler for the R10000 systems of 
Siliconn Graphics allows the programmer to pass explicit prefetching hints by use of 
pragma's,, as depicted in the rightmost column of Figure 6.6. This pragma tells the 
compilerr to request the next cache line once in every 32 iterations. Such a prefetch-
frequencyy is generated by the compiler by applying loop unrolling (it unrolls the loop 
322 times and inserts one prefetch instruction). By hiding the memory prefetch behind 
644 cycles of work, the mean cost per addition in this routine is reduced to 2 + ((124-
64)/32)) = 3.88 cycles. Optimal performance is achieved in this case when prefetching 
twoo cache lines ahead every 32 iterations (#prefetch buf[i+64] freq=32). The 124 
cycless of latency are then totally hidden behind 128 cycles of CPU work, and a new 
cachee line is asked every 64 cycles. This setting effectively combines prefetching with 
parallell  memory access (two cache lines in 128 cycles instead of 248), and reduces the 
meann cost per addition to the minimum 2 cycles; three times faster than the simple 
approach! ! 

6.3.66 Future Hardware Features 

Inn spite of memory latency staying constant, hardware manufacturers have been able 
too increase memory bandwidth in line with the performance improvements of CPUs, 
byy working with ever wider lines in the LI and L2 caches. As cache-lines grew wider, 
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busess also did. The latest Sun Ultrall workstations, for instance, have a 64-byte L2 
cache-linee which is filled in parallel using a PCI bus of 576 bits wide (576 = 64*8 plus 64 
bitss overhead). The strategy of doubling memory bandwidth by doubling the number 
off  DRAM chips and bus lines is now seriously complicating system board design. The 
futuree Rambus [Ram96] memory standard eliminates this problem by providing an 
"protocol-drivenn memory bus". Instead of designating one bit in the bus for one bit of 
dataa transported to the cache-line, this new technology serializes the DRAM data into 
packetss using a protocol and sends these packets over a thin (16-bit) bus that runs at 
veryy high speeds (up to 800MHz). While this allows for continued growth in memory 
bandwidth,, it does not provide the same perspective for memory latency, as it is still 
DRAMM that is being accessed, and there wil l still be the relatively long distance for 
thee signals to travel between the CPU and the memory modules on the system board; 
bothh factors ensuring a fixed startup cost (latency) for any memory traffic. 

Ann interesting proposal worth mentioning here has been "smarter memory" [MKW +98], 
whichh would allow the programmer to give a "cache-hint" by specifying the access 
patternn that is going to be used on a memory region in advance. In this way, the 
programmerr is no longer obliged to organize his data structures around the size of a 
cachee line, rather lets the cache adapt its behavior to the needs of the application. 
Suchh a configurable system is in some sense a protocol-driven bus system, so Rambus 
iss a step in this direction. Configurable memory access has not yet been considered 
forr custom hardware, however, let alone in OS and compiler tools that would need to 
providee the possibility to incorporate such hints for user-programs. 

Inn a development that started from 2000, however, the memory subsystems for AMD 
PCC platforms (the DDR SDRAM-based NVidia Nforce chipset [NVI01]), as well as 
thee Pentium 4 [HSU+01], AMD Athlon XP [AdvOl] and Sun SPARC II I [LH99] pro-
cessorss themselves, do implement "hardware prefetching". In all cases, this entails 
aa simple algorithm that detects pure consecutive memory access, and in those cases 
automaticallyy issues memory prefetch requests. In a sense, this is a way to exploit 
thee available memory bandwidth, which is an alternative to the traditional measure 
off  just increasing the cache line width (which has the disadvantage that the cache be-
comess coarse-grained, hence less efficient for random-access loads). If the algorithms 
prefetchess sufficient cache lines ahead, this new hardware feature has the potential of 
eliminatingg all memory access cost from algorithms that exhibit pure sequential access 
(att a pace lower than the maximum memory bandwidth) automatically. 

Concerningg CPU technology, it is anticipated [Sem97] that the performance ad-
vancess dictated by Moore's law wil l continue well into at least 2010. However, perfor-
mancee increase wil l also be brought by more parallelism within the CPU. The upcom-
ingg IA-64 architecture has a design called Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing 
(EPIC)) [ACM+98, SA00], which allows instructions to be combined in bundles, ex-
plicitl yy telling the CPU that they are independent. The IA-64 is specifically designed 
too be scalable in the number of functional units, so while newer versions are released, 
moree and more parallel units wil l be added. This means that while current PC hard-
waree depends relatively less on parallel CPU execution than the RISC systems, this 
wil ll  most probably change in the new 64-bit PC generation. 

Anotherr ongoing CPU trend is tied to the trend of ever higher CPU clock speeds. 
Thee simplest way to increase CPU speed is to use more advanced (i.e. smaller) silicon 
processs technology. The trend of process technology decreasing the transistor gate 
lengthh with 50% every 2 years is one of the basic enablers of Moore's law. On top of 
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that,, though, hardware designers tend to increase the length of the processor pipeline 
inn every new design. For example, the MIPS R10K has 5 stages, the Pentium II I has 
7,, the AMD Athlon has 11, and the Intel Pentium 4 has 20 [ZLTI96, Yea96, Die99, 
KP99,, Adv99. AdvOO, HSU+01]! The reason for doing so is that by splitting up the 
workk of instruction execution in the CPU into more stages, each individual stage has 
too do less work, completes faster, making possible a higher clock speed on the same 
process.. The side-effect of this design strategy is that new processors depend ever more 
stronglyy on speculative execution. In other words, if such processors have to execute 
difficult-to-predictt code (i.e., non-Monet database code), the performance price paid 
forr branch mis-predictions (i.e. flushing the pipeline) becomes ever greater. 

AA final trend in CPU design to be mentioned here is multiprocessing-on-a-chip. The 
simplestt form, found in the latest IBM Power4 [TDF01] and Sun MAJC [Sun99] chips, 
iss to simply place two identical CPUs on the same chip, together with SMP cache 
coherencyy logic between them. The motivation for doing so is to allow more efficient 
cachee coherency, and more importantly simply because the ever-shrinking process 
technologyy sizes give CPU designers such a huge 'transistor budget" (i.e.. currently 
inn the order of hundreds of millions) that they are losing the race of thinking up 
designss in time for effectively using such huge amounts of transistors. Putting mul-
tiplee incarnations of a smaller existing CPU design on one chip is a way to sensibly 
efficientlyy use current chip manufacturing possibilities. A more subtle approach to 
multiprocessing-on-a-chipp is called Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) [EEL+97]. 
Here,, one observes that the currently executing thread of "difficult 1' code often starves 
duee to branch mis-predictions and memory wait cycles, while the OS might have other 
threadss ready, waiting to execute (e.g. as in an SMP parallel database, executing a 
queryy on a single-CPU machine). By adding only a small bit of extra logic (i.e. repli-
catingg the register sets and some memory management support), one could make a 
CPUU capable of executing 2, 4 or more threads simultaneously. Therefore, SMT is a 
moree intelligent and efficient way of increasing performance than simply putting iden-
ticall  CPUs on the same chip (which replicates full, poorly used, CPUs). SMT will 
appearr in 2002 in the new Intel Pentium 4 Xeon [IntOl] , with other hardware manu-
facturerss to follow. As a multiprocessing-on-a-chip CPU (be it SMT or not) essentially 
makess for an SMP machine, this ongoing trend means that in the long term parallel 
processingg wil l become ubiquitous (finally), in the sense that any machine wil l be an 
SMPP machine (at least). 

Summarizing,, we have identified the following ongoing trends in modern hardware: 

 CPU performance keeps growing with Moore's law for years to come. 

 a growing part of this performance increase wil l come from parallelism within 
thee chip. 

 new bus technology wil l provide sufficient growth in memory bandwidth. 

 memory latency wil l not improve significantly. 

Thiss means that the failure of current DBMS technology in properly utilizing memory 
andd CPU resources of modern hardware [ADHW99, KPH+98, BGB98, TLPZT97] wil l 
nott go away by itself, rather wil l grow worse. Modern database architecture should 
thereforee take into account this new hardware environment. With this motivation, 
wee investigate in the following new approaches to large main memory equi-joins. that 
specificallyy aim at optimizing resource utilization of modern hardware. 
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Figuree 6.7: Straight- Figure 6.8: 2-pass/3-bit Radix-Cluster (lower bits 
forwardd clustering al- indicated between parentheses) 
gorithm m 

6.44 Partit ioned Hash-Join 
Shatdahll  et al. [SKN94] showed that a main-memory variant of Grace Join, in which 
bothh relations are first partitioned on hash-number into H separate clusters, such that 
eachh fit the memory cache, performs better than normal bucket-chained hash join. This 
workk employs a straightforward clustering-algorithm that simply scans the relation to 
bee clustered once, inserting each scanned tuple in one of the clusters, as depicted in 
Figuree 6.7. This constitutes a random access pattern that writes into H separate 
locations.. If this H is too large, there are two factors that degrade performance. First, 
iff  H4 exceeds the number of TLB entries each memory reference wil l become a TLB 
miss.miss. Second, if H exceeds the number available cache lines (LI or L2), cache trashing 
occurs,, causing the number of cache misses to explode. 

Ass an improvement over this straightforward algorithm, we propose a clustering 
algorithmm that has a memory access pattern that requires less random-access, even for 
highh values of H. 

6.4.11 Radix-Cluster Algorithm 

Thee Radix-Cluster  algorithm divides a relation into H clusters using multiple passes 
(seee Figure 6.8). Radix-Clustering on the lower B bits (called the "Radix-Bits") of 
thee integer hash-value of a column is achieved in P sequential passes, in which each 
passs clusters tuples on Bp bits, starting with the leftmost Radix-Bits Q^j Bp = B). 
Thee number of clusters created by the Radix-Cluster is H = J~ j Hp, where each pass 
subdividess each cluster into Hp = 2Br new ones. When the algorithm starts, the entire 
relationn is considered as one single cluster, and is subdivided in Hi = 2Bl clusters. 

44 If the relation is very small and fits the total number of TL B entries t imes the page size, mult iple 
clusterss wil l fit  into the same page and this effect wil l not occur. 
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Thee next pass takes these clusters and subdivides each in #2 — 2B 2 new ones, yielding 
H\H\ * H2 clusters in total, etc. Note that with P = 1, Radix-Cluster behaves like the 
straightforwardd algorithm. 

Forr ease of presentation, we did not use a hash function in the table of integer values 
displayedd in Figure 6.8. In practice, though, it is better to use such a function even 
onn integers in order to ensure that all bits of the table values play a role in the lower 
bitss of the radix number. 

Thee interesting property of the Radix-Cluster is that the number of randomly ac-
cessedd regions Hx can be kept low; while still a high overall number of H clusters can 
bee achieved using multiple passes. More specifically, if we keep Hx — 2Bx smaller than 
thee number of cache lines and the number of TLB entries, we totally eliminate both 
TLBB and cache trashing. 

Afterr Radix-Clustering a column on B bits, all tuples that have the same B lowest 
bitss in its column hash-value, appear consecutively in the relation, typically forming 
chunkss of C/2B tuples (with C denoting the cardinality of the entire relation). It is 
thereforee not strictly necessary to store the cluster boundaries in some additional data 
structure;; an algorithm scanning a Radix-Clustered relation can determine the cluster 
boundariess by looking at these lower B Radix-Bits. This allows very fine clusterings 
withoutt introducing overhead by large boundary structures. It is interesting to note 
thatt a Radix-Clustered relation is in fact ordered on Radix-Bits. When using this 
algorithmm in the Partitioned Hash-Join, we exploit this property, by performing a 
mergee step on the Radix-Bits of both Radix-Clustered relations to get the pairs of 
clusterss that should be Hash-Joined with each other. 

6.4.22 Quantitative Assessment 

Thee Radix-Cluster algorithm presented in the previous section provides three tuning 
parameters: : 

1.. the number of Radix-Bits used for clustering (B), implying the number of clusters 
HH = 2B, 

2.. the number of passes used during clustering (P), 

3.. the number of Radix-Bits used per clustering pass (Bp). 

Inn the following, we present an exhaustive series of experiments to analyze the per-
formancee impact of different settings of these parameters. After establishing which 
parameterss settings are optimal for Radix-Clustering a relation on B Radix-Bits, we 
turnn our attention to the performance of the join algorithm with varying values of 
B.B. For both phases, clustering and joining, we investigate, how appropriate imple-
mentationn techniques can improve the performance even further. Finally, these two 
experimentss are combined to gain insight in overall join performance. 

Experimentall  Setup 

Inn our experiments, we use binary relations (BATs) of 8 bytes wide tuples and varying 
cardinalitiess (C), consisting of uniformly distributed random numbers. Each value oc-
curss three times. Hence, in the join-experiments, the join hit-rate is three. The result 
off  a join is a BAT that contains the [oid.oid] combinations of matching tuples (i.e., 
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category y 

memoryy access 

CPUU stalls 

integerr divisions 
reall CPU 

MIPSS R10K 

L II .data.misses * 6 cy 
L2_data_missess * 100 cy 

TLB_missess * 57 cy 
LUnst-missess * 6 cy 
L2Jrtst_missess * 100 cy 

branches-mis-predictedd * 4 cy 

CC * 2 * 35 cy 
"thee rest" 

Sunn UltraSPARC 

STALL.LOAD D 

STALL.STORBUF F 
MTLBMTLB * 54 cy 

STALL.IC.MISS S 

STALL-MISPRED D 
STALL.FPDEP P 

CC * 2 * 60 cy 
"thee rest" 

Intell Pentiumll 

cycles-while-DCU-miss-outstanding g 

MTLBMTLB * 5 cy 

cycless _instruction-fetch-pipeJs_stalled 

ITLB_missess * 32 cy5 

takenjnis-predictedJ>ranches.retiredd * 17 cy5 

cycles-instruction-length_decoder_isjstalled d 
cycles.during_resource.relatedd .stalls6 

cycles_or_events_for_partial_stalls s 
cycles-dividerJs_busyy {= C * 2 * 35 cy) 
"thee rest" 

Tablee 6.2: Hardware Counters used for Execution Time Breakdown 

aa join-index [Val87]). Just like in [SKN94], we do not include tuple reconstruction in 
ourr comparison. The issues arising from taking into account the cost of projecting 
columnss from both join input relations into the output are later described in detail 
inn Section 6.5. The experiments were carried out on the machines presented in Sec-
tionn 6.3.3, an SGI Origin2000, a Sun Ultra, and an Intel PC (cf. Table 6.1). 

Too analyze the performance behavior of our algorithms in detail, we breakdown the 
overalll  execution time into the following major cost categories: 

memoryy access In addition to memory access costs for data as analyzed above, these 
alsoo contain memory access costs caused by instruction cache misses. 

C PUU stalls Beyond memory access, there are other events that make the CPU stall, 
likee branch mis-predictions or other so-called resource related stalls. 

divisionss We treat integer divisions separately, as they play a significant role in our 
Hash-Joinn (see below). 

reall  C PU The remaining time, i.e. the time, the CPU is indeed busy, executing the 
algorithms. . 

Thee three architectures we investigate, provide different hardware counters [BZ98] 
thatt enable us to measure each of these cost factors accurately. Table 6.2 gives an 
overvieww of the counters used. Some counters yield the actual CPU cycles spent 
duringg a certain event, others just return the number of events that occurred. In the 
latterr case, we multiply the counters by the penalties of the events (as calibrated in 
Sectionn 6.3.3). None of the architectures provides a counter for the pure CPU activity. 
Hence,, we subtract the cycles spent on memory access, CPU stalls, and integer division 
fromm the overall number of cycles and assume the rest to be pure CPU cost. 

Inn our experiments, we descovered that in our algorithms, branch mis-predictions and 
instructionn cache misses do not play a role on either architecture. Thus, for simplicity 
off  presentation, we omit them in our further considerations. 

5Takenn from [ADHW99]. 
6Thiss counter originally includes "cycles _while_DCU_miss_outstanding". We use only the remain-

ingg part after subtracting "cycles_while_DCU_miss_outstanding", here. 
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Radix-Cluster r 

Too analyze the impact of all three parameters (B, P, Bp) on Radix-Clustering, we con-
ductt two series of experiments, keeping one parameter fixed and varying the remaining 
two. . 

First,, we conduct experiments with various numbers of Radix-Bits and passes, dis-
tributingg the Radix-Bits evenly across the passes. Figure 6.9 shows an execution time 
breakdownn for 1-pass Radix-Cluster (C = 8M) on each architecture. The pure CPU 
costss are nearly constant across the all numbers of Radix-Bits, taking about 3 seconds 
onn the Origin, 2.5 seconds on the PC, and a about 5.5 seconds on the Sun. Memory 
andd TLB costs are low with small numbers of Radix-Bits, but grow significantly with 
risingg numbers of Radix-Bits. With more than 6 Radix-Bits, the number of clusters 
too be filled concurrently exceeds the number of TLB entries (64), causing the num-
berr of TLB misses to increases tremendously. On the Origin and on the Sun, the 
executionn time increases significantly due to their rather high TLB miss penalties. 
Onn the PC however, the impact of TLB misses is hardly visible due to its very low 
TLBB miss penalty. Analogously, the memory costs increase as soon as the number of 
clusterss exceeds the number of LI and L2 cache lines, respectively. Further, on the 
PC,, "resource related stalls" (i.e. stalls due to functional unit unavailability) play a 
significantt role. They make up one fourth of the execution time when the memory 
costss are low. When the memory costs rise, the resource related stalls decrease and 
finallyy vanish completely, reducing the impact of the memory penalty. Or, in other 
words,, minimizing the memory access costs does not fully pay back, as the resource 
relatedd stalls partly take over their part. 

Figuree 6.10 depicts the breakdown for Radix-Cluster using the optimal number of 
passes.. The idea of multi-pass Radix-Cluster is to keep the number of clusters gener-
atedd per pass low—and thus the memory cost—at the expense of increased CPU cost. 
Obviously,, the CPU cost are too high to avoid the TLB cost by using two passes with 
moree than 6 Radix-Bits. Only with more than 15 Radix-Bits, i.e. when the memory 
costt exceed the CPU cost, two passes win over one pass. 

Thee only way to improve this situation is to reduce the CPU cost. Figure 6.11 shows 
thee source code of our Radix-Cluster routine. It performs a single-pass clustering on 
thee D bits that start R bits from the right (multi-pass clustering in P > 1 passes on 
BB = P * D bits is done by making subsequent calls to this function for pass p = 1 
throughh p — P with parameters Dp = D and Rp = (p — 1) * D, starting with the 
inputt relation and using the output of the previous pass as input for the next). As the 
algorithmm itself is already very simple, improvement can only be achieved by means of 
implementationn techniques. We replaced the generic ADT-lik e implementation by a 
specializedd one for each data type. Thus, we could inline the hash function and replace 
thee radi x by a simple assignment, saving two function calls per iteration. 

Figuree 6.12 shows the execution time breakdown for the optimized 1-pass Radix-
Cluster. . 

Figuree 6.13 shows the execution time breakdown for the optimized multi-pass Radix-
Cluster.. The CPU cost has reduced tremendously, by almost factor 4. Replacing the 
twoo function calls has two effects. First, some CPU cycles are saved. Second, the CPUs 
cann benefit more from the internal parallel capabilities using speculative execution, as 
thee code has become simple and more predictable. On the PC, the resource stalls have 
doubled,, neutralizing the CPU improvement partly. Probably, the simple loop does 
nott offer enough "meat" to fil l the pipelines efficiently. 
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Figuree 6.9: Radix-Cluster (C = 8M, 1 pass) 
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#definee HASH(v) { ( v » 7 ) XOR ( v » 1 3) XOR ( v » 2 1) XOR v) 
typedeff  struct { 
intt vl,v2; /*  simplified binary tuple * / 

}}  bun; 

radix_cluster(bunn *dst[2ü] , bun *dst-end[2E>] /*  output buffers for created clusters * / 
bunn *rel, bun *rel_end, /*  input relation * / 
intt R, int D /*  radix and cluster bits * / 

){ { 
intt M = (2D - 1) « R; 
for(bun*cur=rel;; cur<rel.end; cur+h) { 

intt idx = (*hashFcn)(cur—»v2)&M; | 
memcpy(dst[idx],, cur, sizeof(bun)); 

intt idx = HASH(cur->v2)&M; 
*dst[idxjj  := *cur; 

iff  (+fdst[idx]>dst_end[idx]) REAL LOC (dst [idx] ,dst_end [idx]) ; 

} } 
} } 

Figuree 6.11: C language Radix-Cluster with annotated CPU optimizations (right) 

Withh this optimization, multi-pass Radix-Cluster is feasible already with smaller 
numberss of Radix-Bits. On the Origin, two passes win with more than 6 Radix-Bits, 
andd three passes win with more than 13 Radix-Bits, thus avoiding TLB trashing nearly 
completely.. On the PC, the improvement is marginal. The severe impact of resource 
stallss with low numbers of Radix-Bits makes the memory optimization of multi-pass 
Radix-Clusterr almost ineffective. 

Inn order to estimate the performance of Radix-Cluster, and especially to predict the 
numberr of passes to be used for a certain number of Radix-Bits, we now provide an 
accuratee cost model for Radix-Cluster. The cost model takes the number of passes, 
thee number of Radix-Bits, and the cardinality as input and estimates the number of 
memoryy related events, i.e. LI cache misses, L2 cache misses, and TLB misses. The 
overalll  execution time is calculated by scoring the events with their penalties and 
addingg the pure CPU costs. 

^ * m i n ( l , K ^ | ,, if mm{Hp,\Re\Li}<\Li\ Li 

CC * min J3 ,1 + log ( ^ p ) }  , >f min {Hp, \Re\Li) > \Li\Ll 

// min iH„,\Re\pa}\ 
[RelP9[RelP9**  [ \TLB\ ) ' i f m™{HP<\Re\r9}  ̂ \TLB\ 

CC*{\ët)>*{\ët)> i f " p <|L2 |L 2 

C * m m J 2 , l + l o g ( - ^ - ) } ,, if Hp > \L2\L2 

with h 
C* C* 

MMLiLi,,cc(B(Bpp,C),C) = 2*\Re\Li + { | L i 

and d 

MMTTLBALBABBP,C)P,C) = 2* \Re\Pg+ i 

(if(if  \Re\Pg>\TLB\) +< 

\Re\u\Re\u and \Cl\u denote the number of cache lines per relation and cluster, respec-
tively,, | i?e|ps the number of pages per relation, \Li\ii  the total number of cache lines, 
bothh for the LI (i = 1) and L2 (i = 2) caches, and \TLB\ the number of TLB entries. 
wwcc denotes the pure CPU cost per tuple. To calibrate wc, we reduced the cardinality 
soo that all data fits in LI , and pre-loaded the input relation. Thus, we avoided memory 

file:///Re/u
file:///Cl/u
file:///Li/ii
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Figuree 6.13: Optimized Radix-Cluster (C = 8M, best) 

accesss completely. We measured wc = 100ns on the Origin2000, wc = 200ns on the 
Sun,, and wc = 180ns on the PC (including resource stalls). 

Thee first term of Mi j , c equals the minimal number of Li misses per pass for fetch-
ingg the input and storing the output. The second term counts the number of ad-
ditionall  Li misses, when the number of distinct Li lines accessed concurrently (i.e. 
x=minn {Hp, \Re\n})1 either approaches the number of available Li lines (x < \Li\u) 
orr even exceeds this (x > |L i | ^ ). A detailed description of this and the following 
formulass is given in [MBK99]. First, the probability that the requested cluster is not 
inn the cache—due to address conflicts—increases until Hv — \IA\JA. Then, the cache 
capacityy is exhausted, and a cache miss for each tuple to be assigned to a cluster is 
certain.. But, with further increasing Hp, the number of cache misses also increases, as 
noww also the cache lines of the input may be replaced before all tuples are processed. 
Thus,, each input cache line has to be loaded more than once. The first two terms of 
MTLB,CMTLB,C are made up analogously. Additionally, using a similar schema as M L J C , the 
thirdd term models—for relations that contain more pages than there are TLB entries— 

7Usingg min {Hp, \Re\n} instead of simply Hp takes into account, that smaller relations may com-
pletelyy fit in Li , i.e. with Hp > |L i |ü > \Re\Li, several (tiny) clusters share one cache line. 

file:///Re/n})1
file:///Li/u
file:///IA/ja
file:///Re/n}
file:///Re/Li
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Figuree 6.14: Measured (points) and Modeled (lines) Events of Radix-Cluster (Ori-
gin2000) ) 

thee additional TLB misses that occur when the number of clusters either approaches 
thee number of available L2 lines (Hv < \L2\L2) or even exceeds this (Hp > \L2\i2)-

Figuree 6.14 compares our model (lines) with the experimental results (points) on the 
Origin20000 for different cardinalities. The model proves to be very accurate for the 
numberr of cache misses (both, LI and L2) and TLB misses. The predicted elapsed 
timee is also reasonably accurate on all architectures (cf. Figure 6.15). The plots clearly 
reflectt the increase in cache and TLB misses and their impact on the execution time 
wheneverr the number of clusters per pass exceeds the respective limits. 

Onlyy for very high cardinalities on the Origin2000, it is slightly too low. Here, the 
completee amount of data to be handled reaches the capacity of a single CPU board. 
Thus,, parts of the allocated memory are likely to be physically located on another 
board,, requiring either remote memory accesses or process migration to the other 
board.. The occurrence of such events is hard to predict, hence, our model does not 
includee the additional costs for them. 

Thee question remaining is how to distribute the number of Radix-Bits over the passes. 
Wee conducted another number of experiments, using a fixed number of passes, but 
varyingg the number of Radix-Bits per pass. Figure 6.16 depicts the respective results 

forr 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 Radix-Bits, using 2 passes. The x-axis shows B + — . hence. 
5 5 

forr each number of Radix-Bits (B = B\ + B2) there is a short line segment consisting of 
BB — 1 points. The first (leftmost) point of each segment represents Bi = 1, J52 = B — l, 
thee last (rightmost) point represents Si = B — 1, B2 = 1. The results show, that even 

distributionn of Radix-Bits (B\ « B2 ~ —) achieves the best performance. 

file:///L2/l2
file:///L2/i2
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Figuree 6.15: Measured (points) and Modeled (lines) Performance of Radix-Cluster 

Isolatedd Join Performance 

Wee now analyze the impact of the number of Radix-Bits on the pure join performance, 
nott including the clustering cost. With 0 Radix-Bits, the join algorithm behaves like 
aa simple non-partitioned Hash-Join. 

Thee Partitioned Hash-Join exhibits increased performance with increasing number of 
Radix-Bits.. Figure 6.17 shows that this behavior is mainly caused by the memory costs. 
Whilee the CPU cost is almost independent of the number of Radix-Bits, the memory 
costt decrease with increasing number of Radix-Bits. The performance increase flattens 
afterr the point where the entire inner cluster (including its hash table) consists of less 
pagess than there are TLB entries (64). Then, it also fits the L2 cache comfortably. 
Thereafter,, performance increases only slightly until the point that the inner cluster 
fitss the LI cache. Here, performance reaches its maximum. The fixed overhead by 
allocationn of the hash-table structure causes performance to decrease when the cluster 
sizess get too small and clusters get very numerous. Again, the PC shows a slightly 
differentt behavior. TLB cost does not play any role, but "partial stalls" (i.e. stalls due 
too dependencies among instructions) are significant with small numbers of Radix-Bits. 
Withh increasing numbers of clusters, the partial stalls decrease, but then, resource 
stallss increase, almost neutralizing the memory optimization. 

Likee with Radix-Cluster, once the memory access is optimized, the execution of Parti-
tionedd Hash-Join is dominated by CPU cost. Hence, we applied the same optimizations 
ass above. We inlined the hash-function calls during hash build and hash probe as well 
ass the compare-function call during hash probe and replaced two radi x by simple 
assignments,, saving five function calls per iteration. Further, we replaced the modulo 
divisionn ("%") for calculating the hash index by a bit operation ("&") . Figure 6.18 
depictss the original implementation of our Hash-Join routine and the optimizations 
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Figuree 6.16: Bit-distribution for 2-pass Radix-Cluster 

applied. . 
Figuree 6.19 shows the execution time breakdown for the Optimized Partitioned Hash-

Join.. For the same reasons as with Radix-Cluster, the CPU cost are reduced by 
almostt factor 4 on the Origin and the Sun, and by factor 3 on the PC. The expensive 
divisionss have vanished completely. Additionally, the dependency stalls on the PC 
havee disappeared, but the functional unit stalls remain almost unchanged. 

Ass for the Radix-Cluster, we also provide a cost model for the Partitioned Hash-Join. 
Thee model takes the number of Radix-Bits, the cardinality8, and the (average) repeat 
ratee of the join column values (i.e. the join hit rate) as input. 

TThh(B,(B, C,r) = C*wh + MLi,h(B, C, r) * lL2 + ML2,h(B, C, r) * lMcm + MTLB,h(B>  C r) *  1TLB 

with h 
C* C* \\Cl\\ \\Cl\\ 

MMLiLi,,hh(B,C,r)(B,C,r) = (2 + r)*\Re\L,-

and d 

MTLBAB,MTLBAB, C, r) = (2 + r) * \Re\Pg + « 

\\Li\V \\Li\V 

CC *  (4 + 2r) * ( 

c,, lic'll 
\\TLB\Y \\TLB\Y 

CC *  (4 + 2r) * I 1 

\\Li\[ \\Li\[ 
\\Cl\\ \\Cl\\ 

\TLB\ \TLB\ 
\\ci\\ \\ci\\ 

lf||CI||<||Li|| | 

if||CJ||<||Lt|| | 

iff  \\Cl\\ < \\TLB\\ 

,, i f | P | | > | | T L B || 

\Re\u,\Re\u, \Re\pg, and \TLB\ are as above. \\Cl\\, \\Li\\, and ||JTZ<JB|| denote (in byte) 
thee cluster size, the sizes of both caches (i € {1,2}) , and the memory range covered 
byy \TLB\ pages, respectively. 

WhWh represents the pure CPU costs per tuple for building the hash-table, doing the 
hashh lookup and creating the result. We calibrated Wh = 600ns on the Origin2000, 
WhWh = 1100ns on the Sun, and Wk = 711ns on the PC (including resource stalls). 

Thee first term of M j , ^ equals the minimal number of Li misses for fetching both 
operandss and storing the result. The second term counts the number of additional Li 

Forr simplicity of presentation, we assume the cardinalities of both input relations to be equal. 

file:////Li/V
file:////TLB/Y
file:///Re/u
file:///Re/pg
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Figuree 6.17: Partitioned Hash-Join (C = 8M) 

misses,, when the cluster size either approaches hi size or even exceeds this. As soon 
ass the clusters get significantly larger than hi, each memory access yields a cache miss 
duee to cache trashing: 4 memory accesses per tuple for accessing the outer relation 
andd the bucket array during hash build and hash probe, and 2 memory access per 
joinn hit to access the inner relation and the chain-lists. The number of TLB misses is 
modeledd analogously. 

Figuress 6.20 and 6.21 confirm the accuracy of our model (lines) for the number of LI , 
L2,, and TLB misses on the Origin2000, and for the elapsed time on all architectures. 

Overalll  Join Performance 

Afterr having analyzed the impact of the tuning parameters on the clustering phase 
andd the joining phase separately, we now turn our attention to the combined cluster 
andd join cost. Radix-cluster gets cheaper for less Radix-Bits, whereas Partitioned 
Hash-Joinn gets more expensive. Putting together the experimental data we obtained 
onn both cluster- and join-performance, we determine the optimum number of B for 
relationn cardinality. 

I tt turns out that there are three possible strategies, which correspond to the diagonals 
inn Figure 6.21: 

phashh L2 Partitioned Hash-Join on B = log2{C * 12/||L2||) clustered bits, so the 
innerr relation plus hash-table fits the L2 cache. This strategy was used in the 
workk of Shatdahl et al. [SKN94] in their Partitioned Hash-Join experiments. 

phashh TL B Partitioned Hash-Join on B = log2{C * 12/\\TLB\\) clustered bits, so 
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II  int idx = HASH(cur->v2) & M; 

hash_join(bunn *dst. bun *end /*  start and end of result buffer * / 
bunn *outer, bun *outer_end, bun *inner, bun*  inner_end, /*  inner and outer relations * / 
intt R /*  radix bits * / 

){ { 
/ **  buil d hash table on inner * / 
intt pos=0, S=inner_end-inner, H=log2(S), N = 2H , M—(N-1)«R; 
intt next[S], bucket[N] = {  -1 } ; /*  hash bucket array and chain-lists * / 
for(bunn *cur=inner; cur<inner_end; cur+(-) { 

intt idx = ((*hashFcn)(cur->-v2)»R) % N; 
next[pos]]  = bucket[idx]; 
buckett [idx] = pos+f-; 

} } 
/**  probe hash table wi t h outer  * / 
for(bunn *cur—outer; cur<outer_end; cur-f+) { 

intt idx = ((*hashFcn)(cur->v2)»R) % N; 
for(intt hit—bucket [idx] ; hit>0; hit=next[hit]) { 

iff  ((*compareFcn)(cur—>-v2,inner[liit].v2)==0) { 
memcpy(&dst—•vl.&xur—>vl,, sizeof(int)): 
memcpy(&dst—>v2,&inner[hit].vl,, sizeof(int)); 
iff (4+dst>end) REALLOC(dst,end); 

} } 
} } 

} } 
} } 

intt idx = HASH(cur^v2) & M; 

iff ((cur-»v2 = = inner[hit].v2)) { 
dst—fvll = cur—fvl; 
dst—>v22 = inner[hit].vl; 

Figuree 6.18: C language hash-join with annotated CPU optimizations (right) 
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Figuree 6.22: Overall Performance 

thee inner relation plus hash-table spans at most \TLB\ pages. Our experiments 
showw a significant improvement of the pure join performance between phash L2 
andd phash TLB. 

phashh L I  Partitioned Hash-Join o n B = k></2(C*12/||Ll||) clustered bits, so the inner 
relationn plus hash-table fits the LI cache. This algorithm uses more clustered 
bitss than the previous ones, hence it really needs the multi-pass Radix-Cluster 
algorithmm (a straightforward 1-pass cluster would cause cache trashing on this 
manyy clusters). 

Figuree 6.22 shows the overall performance for the original (thin lines) and the CPU-
optimizedd (thick lines) versions of our algorithms, using 1-pass and multi-pass clus
tering.. In most cases, phash TLB is the best strategy, performing significantly better 
thann phash L2. On the Origin2000 and the Sun, the differences between phash TLB 
andd phash LI are negligible. On the PC, phash LI performs sightly better than phash 
TLB.. With very small cardinalities, i.e. when the relations do not span more memory 
pagess than there are TLB entries, clustering is not necessary, and the non-partitioned 
Hash-Joinn ("simple hash") performs best. 

Further,, these results show, that CPU and memory optimization support each other 
andd magnify their effects. The gain of CPU optimization for phash TLB is biggerr than 
thatt for simple hash, and the gain of memory optimization for the CPU-optimized im
plementationn is bigger than that for the non-optimized implementation. E.g., for large 
relationss on the Origin 2000, CPU optimization reduces the execution time of simple 
hashh by approximately 20%, whereas it yields 66% with phash TLB. Analogously, 
memoryy optimization achieves a reduction of slightly less than 60% for the original 
implementation,, but more than 80% for the optimized implementation. Combining 
bothh optimizations reduces it by almost 90% (a factor 10 of improvement). 
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Thee same can be observed for the Sun Ultra, although the absolute gains are some
whatt smaller due to the fact that the Ultra CPU is so slow that trading memory for 
CPUU is not as beneficial as on the Origin2000. 

Thee overall effect of our optimizations on the Pentiumlll is just over 50%. One 
causee of this is the low memory latency on the PC, that limits the gains when memory 
accesss is optimized. The second cause is the appearance of the "resource-stalls"; which 
surgee in situations where all other stalls are eliminated (and the RISC chips are really 
steaming).. We expect, though, that future PC hardware with highly parallel IA-64 
processorss and new Rambus memory systems (that offer high bandwidth but high 
latencies)) will show a more RISC-like performance on our algorithms. 

6.55 Join Processing Wit h Projections 

Whilee the Section 6.4 provides insight in the performance behavior of the various join 
algorithms,, any real-life RDBMS join query goes accompanied by some projection of 
non-joinn columns into the result. The precise way in which this is done strongly differs 
betweenn "traditional" relational query processing and the vertically fragmented query 
processingg in Monet. 

Inn this Section, we investigate optimization of CPU- and memory-resources of equi-
joinn including projections, as formulated by the following SQL join-project query: 

SELECTT larger.al ,  .. ,  larger.aY ,  smaller.M ,  .. .  smaller.b Z 
FROMM larger ,  smalle r 
WHEREE larger.ke y =  smaller.ke y 

Withoutt loss of genericity, we assume that the "larger" table has the same number 
off tuples or more than the "smaller" table. 

Wee now discuss what extra query costs are incurred if projection columns are taken 
intoo account and discuss algorithms and query processing strategies for optimizing 
CPU-- and memory-resources. In Section 6.5.1 we do this in a "traditional" relational 
DBMSS setting, while in Section 6.5.2 we do the same for Monet, among other by con
tributingg a new cache-conscious query processing algorithm called Radix-Decluster that 
workss in conjunction with the earlier described Radix-Cluster. Finally, in Section 6.5.3 
wee evaluate the performance of the various query processing strategies. 

6.5.11 Cache-Conscious Join: "traditional "  Strategy 
InIn "traditional" relational query processing, the simplification of omitting costs of 
projectionn is conceptually trivial as the projection column values are just a bit of 
"extraa luggage" traveling with the tuples that flow through an operator tree. This 
doess not change anything to the join algorithm. In the case of Hash-Join, it means 
thatt the projection columns of the inner relation are included in the hash-table that 
iss built when scanning the full inner relation. Then, the full outer relation is scanned, 
hash-lookupp performed, and a result table is produced that consists of the projection 
columnn values of both tables. 

Similarly,, when using Radix-Cluster followed by Partitioned Hash-Join in a relational 
queryy engine, the first scan of the Radix-Cluster accesses the full relation; producing 
aa clustered copy that includes the key column(s) plus all projection columns. This 
widerr intermediate relation is then further clustered in any additional passes of the 
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Radix-Clusterr algorithm. Partitioned Hash-Join on the matching clusters works as 
describedd just above. 

Whilee the algorithms do not change conceptually, the performance of a relational 
enginee will be affected by increased CPU and memory access cost: 

•• as the input relations for Hash-Join or Radix-Cluster are not BATs, but full 
relationss consisting of tuples that span all columns, scanning them causes (much) 
moree memory access, which in case of queries that only project on a minority of 
thee columns, will lead to inefficient cache-line usage. This point was also made 
inn Section 6.3.2. 

•• relational operator implementations must manipulate tuples in a generic way, 
andd cannot use the Monet code-expansion techniques described in the previous 
sectionn (which generates a different routine at compile-time for each data-type 
processed).. The reason why this is impossible is that there are too many possible 
combinationss of tuple constellations to generate routines for (the number of key 
columnss and projection columns, and their types cause a combinatorial explo
sion).. As a consequence, an interpreter mechanism must be used in a relational 
engine,, that examines each tuple and calls a type-specific method/routine for 
processingg it, which typically leads to at least one hard-to-predict CPU branch 
(functionn call) for each value in a tuple. This again leads to mis-prediction stalls 
andd memory stalls (due to lack of parallel memory access). On various kinds of 
queryy loads in relational DBMS technology, low levels of Instruction Level Par
allelismm (ILP) have been demonstrated - often barely one instruction per cycle, 
whilee modern CPUs are capable of 5 or more - due to such stalls, which them
selvess often account for 30%-50% of execution time alone [ADHW99, KPH+98, 
BGB98,, TLPZT97]. 

Inn order to measure the performance of "traditional" (Partitioned) Hash-Join in a re
lationall context while using Monet as our experimentation vehicle, we created the new 
integerXX Monet atomic types in an extension module, for all X e {1,4,16, 64,256}. An 
integerXX value models a relational tuple that stores X simple integer column values. 
Thee implementation of the atom ADT routines for this type try to mimic the behav
iorr of a multi-column relational engine; e.g., copying an integers during Partitioned 
Hash-Joinn or Radix-Cluster involves copying 8 integers with memcpy from soft-coded 
recordd offsets. The reason for this is that at DBMS kernel compile time, a relational 
enginee can make no hard assumptions on the table formats that pass through the alge
braicc operators. Therefore, value handling is more interpretative and at least involves 
separatee ADT calls for each column value. In the case of Monet, the fact that each 
operatorr works on a fixed table type (i.e. 2-column tables) enables it to hard-compile 
manyy optimizations such that typically the inner loop of a join algorithms does not 
containn a single method call (like described in Figures 6.11 and 6.18). 

Forr experimentation convenience, we introduce in the same extension module a con
versionn command 

[integer](BAT(any,integerX),, int Y) : BAT [any, integerY] 

thatt constructs a new BAT with a thinner or wider integerX column, either by omit
tingg values, or by padding them. In the case of thinning (i.e. Y<x) a read-only BAT, 
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Figuree 6.23: Relational Partitioned Hash-Join Strategy 

thee command optimizes performance by constructing a view on the original BAT at 
zeroo cost (see Section 5.3.2). 

Thee basic non-partitioned relational Hash-Join strategy would be coded in MIL like 
this: : 

011 smaller_al l  : = [integer]([integer](smaller_key,1).reverse ,  128).reverse ; 
022 larger.al l  : = [integer]([integer](larger_key,1).reverse ,  128).reverse ; 

033 smaller_projec t  : = [integer](smaller_all.reverse ,  8).reverse ; 
0404  larger„projec t  : = [integer](larger.all.reverse ,  8).reverse ; 

055 res_joi n : = join(larger.project ,  smaller_project.reverse) ; 

Inn the example case above, we use "smaller" and "larger" tables that each have 128 
columns,, and the projection widths are Y=Z=8; we emulate relational storage of both 
tabless in Monet by storing them as BAT [integer 128, integer 1], where the tail columns 
containn the "key" value and the head contains all other columns. 

Noticee that the fact that smaller .project and larger .project are MIL views on the 
basee BATs smaller.all and larger . a l l , means that the projection is not materialized. 
Projectionn only occurs implicitly when the join in line 05 accesses both views - just 
likee what would happen in a "traditional" relational system performing projection. 
Furthermore,, the copying of each integer8 (view) value from its storage as integerl28 
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iss done with 8 memcpy calls that fetch values at regular intervals (i.e. at positions 0, 16, 
32,, 48, 64, 80, 96 and 112). In practice, this means that each memcpy causes a memory 
cachee miss. 

Wee can encode the Partitioned Hash-Join in the relational case by modifying the 
latterr part of the script: 

055 cluster.smalle r  : = ractix.clusterCsmaller.project ,  P ,  H) ; 
066 cluster.large r  : •  radix_cluster(larger^project ,  P ,  H) ; 
077 res.joi n : = phash_join(cluster_larger ,  cluster.smaller.reverse ,  H) ; 

Heree we use primitives that are introduced in the radix extension module, that intro
ducee the Radix-Cluster and Partitioned Hash-Join algorithms as new MIL operators. 
Thee first parameter of radix .c luster is a BAT that is to be clustered on its head 
column,, its output is a materialized result BAT, and the other parameters are the 
numberr of passes and the number of Radix-Bits. As mentioned before, the number of 
Radix-Bitss are divided equally over all passes (with a maximum difference of one due 
too the Radix-Bits not being an exact multiple of the number of passes). The phash .join 
iss the implementation of the Partitioned Hash-Join that assumes inputs with the join 
columnss clustered in H Radix-Bits, which is the additional third parameter. 

Thiss relational strategy is expected to have a different performance characteristic 
thann the join experiments described in the previous Section, which did not take pro
jectionn columns into account. First, there will be many more cache misses due to the 
reasonss described above. Even Radix-Cluster cannot avoid those cache misses, as it 
iss inherent to the relational storage format of base data. Second, there will be much 
moree CPU cost, due to the fact that function-call overhead cannot be eliminated. In 
Monett algorithms, CPU optimizations cause a four-fold performance improvement, as 
describedd in Section 6.4.2. Third, the fact that the projection columns are taken as "ex
traa luggage" with the join keys through the Partitioned Hash-Join means that the tuple 
sizee becomes larger: instead of clusters with [key,oid], we have [key.oid.integerX] 
tupless in the clusters. As the clusters are tuned to fit into the cache, the clusters can 
holdd less tuples, so we need to create more (and smaller) clusters in the Radix-Cluster 
phase.. This may even cause the Radix-Cluster to make additional passes, and certainly 
willl increase its cost, as we always have observed that to be monotonically increasing 
withh the amount of Radix-Bits. 

Wee evaluate the performance of this strategy in Section 6.5.3. 

6.5.22 Cache-Conscious Join: Monet Strategies 

Ass for join processing in Monet with column projections, the situation is also more 
complexx than described in Section 6.4, though for different reasons than in a "tradi
tional"" relational query engine. In the case of Monet, a join query is processed by first 
constructingg a join-index BAT[oid,oid]. This join-index is mark-ed on both sides to 
formm to "pivot" BAT [void, oid] with a newly numbered head column (a dense sequence 
0..N-1)0..N-1) and in the tail column the tuple IDs (oid-s) from either input relation. Sub
sequently,, the projections are materialized by joining the pivot of the input relation 
withh each projection column-BAT[void,T]. This is depicted in Figure 6.24. 

Thiss strategy would yield the following MIL statements for our basic join-project 
SQLL query: 

01 1 
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Figuree 6.24: Standard Monet Partitioned Hash-Join Strategy 
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022 #  th e physica l  joi n algorith m i s eithe r  positional- ,  merge -  o r  Hash-Join . 
033 res_joi n : = join{larger_key ,  smaller.key.reverse) ; 
044 res.large r  : = res_join.mark.reverse ; 
055 res_smalle r  : •  res_join.reverse.mark.reverse ; 

## positional-joi n projecte d column s fro m smalle r  tabl e int o resul t 
All  res_a l  : = join(res_smaller ,  smaller.al) ; 
AX X 
AYY res_a Y : = join(res_smaller ,  smaller_aY) ; 

## positional-joi n projecte d column s fro m large r  tabl e int o resul t 
Bll  res_b l  : = join(res_larger ,  larger.bl) ; 
BX X 
BZZ res_b Z : = join(res_larger ,  larger_bZ) ; 

Thee join-index is named res .join, the pivots res-larger and res .smaller, the pro
jectionn columns sma l l e r ^ and larger_bx. 

AA Positional-Join is a highly efficient kind of join found in the Monet system, that 
occurss when an oid-column is joined with a void column. It is easy to lookup a value in 
aa void-column, as the value you look up already tells its position (a search accelerator 
likee hash-table or B-tree is not necessary, and CPU-cost is very low). The Positional-
Joinn algorithm joins an outer BAT[any,oid] with an inner BAT [void, any] by scanning 
overr the outer-BAT and performing positional lookup into the inner BAT. 

Inn a typical data warehouse, the join at line 03 would be positional if the "key" 
columnss are foreign keys between tables with a 1-1, 1-N or N-l relationship (in those 
cases,, one of the key columns would be of type void). However, if the columns are a N-
MM relationship, or if they do not form a foreign key at all, we could use the Partitioned 
Hash-Joinn as described earlier in this chapter, as this is a generic join algorithm that 
optimizess use of memory- and CPU-resources. 

Thee Partitioned Hash-Join uses Radix-Cluster to quickly cluster both the smaller _key 
andd larger-key BATs into clusters that fit the memory cache, and then repeatedly 
performss Hash-Join on the corresponding clusters. So instead of the simple MIL script 
above,, we use the following alternative MIL statements to generate res .join: 

000 #  firs t  radi x cluste r  bot h ke y column s o n H  bit s i n P  passe s 
011 cluster.large r  ;  =  radix.clusterdarger.key ,  P ,  H ) ; 
022 cluster.smalle r  : = radix_cluster(smaller_key ,  P ,  H ) ; 

## partitione d has h joi n o n cluster s o f  H  Radix-Bits . 
033 res.joi n : = phash_join(cluster_larger ,  cluster.smaller.reverse ,  H) ; 

Thee latter phase of the query (lines A1-AY,B1-BZ) fetches column values from the 
projectedd columns using Positional-Join. 

BXX res.b x : = join(res_larger ,  larger_bx) ; 

Thiss performs fine with increasing table sizes of the larger table up until one larger_bx 

column-BATT exceeds the size of the memory cache. 
Wee now turn our attention to what happens if this happens. First, we discuss what 

happenss if a larger_bx BAT9 does not fit the memory cache. Then, we discuss what 
happenss if even a smaller_a„ BAT plus its hash-table does not fit anymore. 

9Thesee column-BATs may differ in tail-type and hence byte-width, but for simplicity we assume 
alll have approximately the same size. 
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Figuree 6.25: Memory-Efficient Projection Joins Using Sorting 

Orderin gg The Join Index to Improv e Memory Access of Project ions 

Iff the BATs storing the columns of the "larger" table do not fit the memory cache 
anymore,, the Positional-Joins in the last X statements of the MIL script will start 
too generate cache misses. This is caused by the fact that the oid-s in the tail of the 
res_largerr BAT [void, oid]-s are not sorted; hence the access to the larger _b^ column-
BATss is random. 

Thee sorted projection strategy solves this problem, by sorting the result of the join 
firstt on the oid-s that point to the "larger" table (the head column of res_join): 

033 res_joi n : = join(larger„key ,  smaller_key.reverse) ; 
res_join_ordere dd : = res_join.reverse.order.reverse ; 

044 res_larger_reordere d : = res_join_reordered.mark.reverse ; 
055 res_smalle r  : = res_join_reordered.reverse.mark.reverse ; 

## positional-joi n projecte d column s fro m large r  tabl e int o resul t 
Bll  res_b l  : = join(res_larger_reordered ,  larger_bl) ; 

BX X 
BZZ res_b Z : = join(res_larger_reordered ,  larger.bZ) ; 

Ass a result, the res_larger_reordered will be a BAT[oid,oid] ordered on tail, hence 
thee Positional-Joins on the larger-b^ columns will cause a nice sequential access to 
bothh res_larger (as it is scanned in its role as "outer" join operand) and larger -b.r. 
Wee must, however, take into account that res.join_reordered may be a BAT[oid,oid] 
thatt itself is larger than the memory cache, in which case the sorting operation itself 
couldd have caused a great many cache misses itself, and therefore perform badly. Let 
uss therefore shortly discuss the memory access properties of various sorting algorithms. 

Monett uses a CPU-optimized Quick-Sort algorithm for sorting large relations. The 
CPU-optimizationss reduce the amount of function calls, by doing all value-comparison 
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Figuree 6.26: The Memory Access Pattern of Quick-Sort 

andd data movement inline, using C macros. In this sense it differs from the standard 
unixx library call qsort, as that routine compares values with a user-provided function, 
andd (often) moves values with memcpy (see also Section 5.13). 

Thee memory access pattern of the Monet Quick-Sort consists of one sequential scan 
perr recursion level (walking two cursors simultaneously, one from the start of the BAT 
forward,, as well as another from the end of the BAT backward, until both meet in the 
middle).. This is depicted in Figure 6.26. Quick-Sort is binary recursive and therefore 
takess \og2(ntuples) recursion levels to sort a BAT, hence its total memory access 
consistss of log2(ntuples) sequential scans. However, since Quick-Sort zooms into ever 
smallerr sub-chunks of the BAT, there will be cache re-use in the deeper recursion levels 
ass soon as such a chunk fits the memory cache, which happens when sizeof (chunk) = 
sizeofsizeof (B AT/(2level) < sizeof (cache). Hence, the total memory cost of Quick-Sort is 
\og\og22(ntuples)(ntuples) — \og2(sizeo f (cache) / sizeof (tuple)) sequential scans. 

Thiss 0(Nlog(N)) complexity - with rather low \og(N) - means that the Monet 
Quick-Sortt implementation behaves quite good both concerning CPU efficiency and 
memoryy access pattern. Still, for some simple data types, in particular columns con
tainingg oid-s, one can further improve the memory access performance by using Radix-
SortSort instead of Quick-Sort. 

Radix-Sortt is essentially a Radix-Cluster on all bits, hence we do: 

033 res . jo in := join(larger_key, smaller_key.reverse); 
res_join_orderedd := res_join.reverse.radix_cluster(Pl , HI).reverse; 

Wheree Pi is a suitable number of Radix-Cluster passes and Hi is here the total 
numberr of "significant bits", where we define the most significant bit in a collection of 
cardinall integer values as the highest bit set in the binary representation of its largest 
value.. The head column of the j o i nUa rge r ey > smaller Jsey.reverse) is of type old, 
andd contains the oid-s from the matching tuples in the "larger" table. Table-oid-s are 
automaticallyy generated by the void columns of Monet, and therefore these integer 
valuess are from the range [0,..., N—1], where N is the number of tuples in the "larger" 
table.. We call such an integer sub-domain a "dense" domain. We hence see that in 
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Figuree 6.27: Projection Joins Using Partial Radix-Cluster 

densee domains, the number of significant bits is minimal (i.e. Hi = log2(A
r) - there 

aree no "spoiled" values), and we do not expect skew in such a column. This motivates 
ourr choice to implement Radix-Cluster for the oid type by getting Radix-Bits without 
hashingg (for all other types, we hash first). Hashing is not necessary due to absence 
off value-skew on oid columns, and absence of hashing allows us to use Radix-Cluster 
ass Radix-Sort. 

Goingg one step further, the partial-cluster projection join strategy supplants Radix-
Clusterr on all significant bits (i.e., Radix-Sort), by a Radix-Cluster on less bits. For 
thiss purpose, we added the possibility to indicate to the Radix-Cluster to ignore a 
certainn number of lower bits (by passing the number of Radix-Bits to ignore as an 
extraa last parameter to radix .c luster) . This in fact breaks off Radix-Sort, leaving the 
relationn unsorted on the lowermost bits. The relation is sorted, though, on the higher-
mostt bits (i.e. partially ordered). This partial ordering means that in each cluster all 
valuess fall in a certain disjunct range. When entering a Positional-Join, this means 
thatt each cluster will only fetch join values in the column-BAT in a certain range 
(orr cluster). If these "virtual" clusters in the column-BAT [void,T] fit in the memory 
cache,, then the Positional-Join will run well (i.e., not thrash the cache). Note that 
thee maximum size for which this is the case also depends on the byte-width of type 
T.. The benefit of this "partial-cluster" join strategy (depicted in Figure 6.27) is that 
itt has the potential to optimize memory performance of the column fetching using 
Positional-Joinss just as well as a full sort, but at a clustering cost that is less than the 
costt of a full sort. 

Thee detailed performance evaluation for using Quick-Sort or (full) Radix-Cluster is 
foundd in Section 6.5.3. 
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Th ee Radix-Decluster  Algori th m and i ts Uses 

Lett us now returnto the original motivation for discussing sorting, which was to sort the 
joinn result (join-index) on the oid-s of'the "larger" relation, if its column-BAT[void,T]-s 
weree too large to fit the cache (which would result in bad memory performance with 
ann unsorted pivot, due to the random access pattern). However, in a generic project-
joinn query, there are not only projections to be done from the "larger" table, but also 
fromm the "smaller". Hence, if the column-BAT[void,T]-s of the "smaller" table are also 
largerr than the memory cache, the same problem occurs for the positional joins to 
thesee column-BATs. It is clear that the join-index cannot simultaneously be sorted 
onn oid-s of the "larger" table and on those of the "smaller" table. Hence, the sorting 
off the join-index on the "larger" table must still be done first. One could possibly 
re-orderr the pivot for the "smaller" table (which is created by mark on the join-index) 
afterwards: : 

055 res_smaller_sorte d : = res_join.reverse.mark.revers e .radix_cluster(Ps,Hs )  ; 

However,, this approach only transfers the problem to later phases of query processing, 
ass follows. The Positional-Joins of res_ s m a i i er_sorted into the smaller_a,y column-
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BATT [void, T]-s would run fine, but as a tail-sorted res -smaller .sorted would turn into 
aa BAT[oid,oid] (i.e. it would no longer have a void head column), the result of these 
Positional-Joinss would be of the form BAT[oid,T]. These results would not only take 
moree space than the desired form BAT [void ,T], but would also create a problem in 
furtherr use of the query result, as these res_av BATs will not be sorted on head. Join 
accesss to them would go to the Hash-Join rather than the Positional-Join, and due to 
thee random access this would pose a memory caching problem as these res_a„ BATs 
mayy well be larger than the memory cache. 

Ass a solution, we propose the use of a new memory-conscious join strategy for these 
projectionn joins, that is called cluster-decluster. This strategy, which is illustrated in 
Figuree 6.28, consists of three phases: 

1.. P a r t i a l Rad ix -C lus t e r : 

First,, the res_smaller is partially Radix-Clustered on tail-oid. That is, relation 
PIVOTT is clustered on some number of Radix-Bits, but not on all (significant) 
Radix-Bits.. The number of bits chosen for the practical ordering is the minimal 
numberr of bits such that in a Positional-Join the oid-s in each partially sorted 
clusterr point to a memory range in COLUMN that fits the memory cache. For 
example,, if we have a memory cache of 64KB and we assume values to be 4 
bytess wide, then a cluster of 16,384 tuples would just fit. If the source table 
fromm where the projections come has 10M tuples, we would create 210 = 1024 
clusterss to arrive at a mean cluster size of 10,000 (which would be the largest 
clusterr size < 16,384). Such clusters can be created with a partial Radix-Cluster 
onn the highest significant 10 bits (i.e. bits 24-15, as log2(10M) = 24). 

2.. C lus te red Pos i t iona l - Jo in : 

Thee purpose of the Radix-Clustering PIVOT in the previous phase is to accelerate 
thee Positional-Join between PIVOT and COLUMN (e.g. res .smaller and smaller_ax). 
Becausee the oid-s in the tail of PIVOT are now partially sorted, each chunk in PIVOT 
willl only randomly access data from one "cluster" in COLUMN. As we have chosen 
thee partial ordering bits in such a way that this randomly accessed region fits 
thee memory cache, during Positional-Join these regions in COLUMN stay memory 
resident,, and Positional-Join will cause much less cache misses than with an 
unclusteredd PIVOT. The result of joining the clustered PIVOT with COLUMN is a 
BAT[oid,T].. The head type is not void because the head type of the clustered 
PIVOTT is not either. One can additionally optimize performance by splitting the 
clusteredd PIVOT by column in two BATs, using a mark on both sides of PIVOT, 
yieldingg one BAT [void, oid] called CLUST_0UTPUTIDS, that contains the oid-s of the 
joinn result table in the tail, and another BAT [void, oid] called CLUST ÎNPUTIDS, 
thatt contains the oid-s of the smaller (input) table in the tail. This latter BAT 
iss then used to perform the positional join into COLUMN. The advantage here is that 
thee resulting BAT [void ,T] - which we call CLUST_VALUES - has a void head column. 
Recalll that this join has the special property that each tuple hits exactly once, 
andd that the result tuples appear exactly in the order of the left join operand, 
whichh enables the positional join implementation to produce a result with a void 
headd column if its left operand has one. 

3.. Rad ix -Dec lus t e r : 
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Figuree 6.29: The Memory Access Pattern Of Radix-Decluster 

Inn order to complete the operation, we now want to produce the tail values of 
CLUST.VALUESS in the order dictated by the tail column of CLUST_OUTPUTIDS. We 
alsoo know that the tail values of CLUST_0UTPUTIDS would form a dense sequence 
(0,1,, ..N—1) when sorted (as this column was the result of re-clustering the dense 
headd column of PIVOT). This "declustering" can be done efficiently by exploiting 
thee property of the Radix-Cluster algorithm: following a Radix-Cluster on the 
taill of a BAT that is ordered on head, each cluster in the result will have the 
head-valuess still ordered withi n the cluster. So, the tail values within each 
clusterr in CLUST.OUTPUTIDS appear in order. Due to the fact that the clusters 
aree sorted, a full sort can be efficiently implemented as a merge . This merge 
operationn processes all clusters of [oid.T] tuples, holding output-ids and column 
values,, that are stored in the two BATs CLUST.OUTPUTIDS and CLUST.VALUES. The 
resultt of merging all tuples on output-ids order is a BAT [void, T] because, when 
sorted,, the output-ids form a dense sequence. Normally, the cost of a merge of 
NN tuples partitioned over H sorted clusters is at least 0(\og2(H)N). However, 
becausee of the fact that we know beforehand that the sorted sequence becomes 
dense,, we can bring this cost back to 0(N)\ 

Thee Radix-Decluster algorithm, depicted in detail in Figure 6.29, works by keep
ingg open an insertion-window of s oid-s [w, w + 1,.., w + s — 1] during the merge. 
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Eachh iteration of the algorithm finds all the next s oid-s in the clusters and 
appendss them to the result BAT [void, T]. This is done by going through all (not 
yett empty) clusters and inserting from the top of each cluster all elements whose 
headd oid fits in the window. Due to the fact that all clusters are sorted on head, 
wee are sure to have found all oid-s after having processed all clusters once. Then, 
thee window is shifted s positions and the process repeats. The window size s is 
preferablyy much larger than the number of clusters, such that per iteration in 
eachh cluster multiple tuples fall into this window. Because these multiple tuples 
aree accessed sequentially in both CLUST _uUTPUTIDS and CLUST-VALUES from the top 
off the cluster downward, the cache lines that store these BATs are used fully; 
givingg efficient memory performance. The only restriction on s is that the win
doww size in the result BAT [void,T] must fit the memory cache, as it is accessed 
randomly.. Pseudo code of the algorithm is in Figure 6.30 while Figure 6.29 gives 
aa detailed example of how it works. 

Thee cluster-decluster strategy is expressed in the following MIL code: 

## sub-cluste r  i n P s passe s o n H s significan t  Radix-Bits ,  ignorin g lowes t  H i  bit s 
055 res_smaller_clustere d : •  res_join.reverse.mark.reverse.radix_cluster(Ps ,  Hs ,  Hi) ; 

## positional-joi n an d decluste r  projecte d column s fro m smalle r  tabl e int o resul t 
A00 cluBt_smaller_border s : » res.smaller.clustered.radix_count(Hs ,  Ri )  ; 

clu8t_smaller_inputid ss  : « res_smaller_clustered.reverse.mark.reverse ; 
clust_smaller_outputid ss  : « res_smaller_clustered.mark.reverse ; 

All  res.a l  : » join(clust_smaller_inputids ,  smaller_al) . 
radix_decluster(clust_smaller_outputids ,,  clust_smaller_borders) ; 

AX X 
AYY res_a Y : » join(clust_smaller_inputids ,  smaller_aY) . 

radix_decluster(clust_smaller_outputids ,,  clust_smaller_borders) ; 

Thee radix_count operator analyzes a (partially) Radix-Clustered BAT and returns 
thee actual sizes of the clusters. It returns a BAT [void, in t ] where for each bit pattern, 
thee tail contains the size of the cluster. These sizes are used in the Radix-Decluster to 
initializee the cluster border structure. 

Thee cluster-decluster join strategy is more expensive than the partial-cluster join 
strategy.. Both strategies feature one initial Radix-Cluster, but the former adds an 
extraa Radix-Decluster operation for each projection column. Hence, it will only be 
usedd for getting projection columns from the table with cheaper projections, if cache-
consciouss projecting is already needed for the join input table with the more expensive 
projections.. Which input table in the join has the more expensive projection phase 
dependss on the number of projection columns in both tables, the data types in these 
projectionn columns, and the number of tuples in both input tables. In the MIL script 
forr cache conscious query processing given below, we use partial Radix-Cluster for 
gettingg the columns from the "larger" table, and the cluster-decluster strategy for 
gettingg the projection columns from the "smaller" table: 

## firs t  radi x cluste r  bot h ke y column s o n H  bit s 
011 cluster_large r  : » radix.cluster(larger_key ,  LI,..,LI) ; 
022 cluster_smalle r  : = radix_cluster(smaller_key ,  Sl,..,Ss) ; 

## pnas h joi n o n cluster s o f  H  Radix-Bits ,  followe d b y Radix-Sor t  o n hea d column . 
033 res_joi n : •  pbash_join(cluster_larger ,  cluster.smaller.reverse ,  H) ; 

res_join.reverse.radix.cluster(Rl,..,Rp).reverse ; ; 
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<Type >> [ ] 
radix_decluster<Type> ( ( 

in tt  cardinality ,  nclusters , 
Typee value_bat[cardinality] , 
oi dd id.bat[cardinality] , 
struc tt  {  in t  start ,  en d }  cluster[nclusters] ) 

{ { 
<Type >> result_bat[ ]  =  malloc(cardinality*sizeof(<Type>)) ; 
in tt  windowLimit ,  windowSiz e =  CACHESIZE /  2*sizeof(<Type>) ; 

for(windowLimi tt  =  vindovSize ;  ncluster s >  0 ;  windowLimi t  + = windowSize )  { 
for(in tt  i=0 ;  i  <  nclusters ;  i++ )  { 

whil ee (id.ba t  [cluste r  [i].start ]  <  windowLimit )  { 
resultjDat[id.bat[cluster[i ]]  .start] ]  =  value_bat[cluster[i].start ]  ; 
i ff  (++cluster[i].star t  > » cluster[i].end )  { 

cluster[i ]]  c  cluster[—nclusters] ;  / /  delet e empt y cluste r 
i ff  ( i  > = nclusters )  break ; 

} } 
}}  / /  whil e mor e cluste r  element s i n windo w 

}}  / /  whil e mor e cluster s t o merg e 
}}  / /  whil e mor e insertio n window s t o fil l  resul t 
retur nn result.bat ; 

} } 

Figuree 6.30: The Radix-Decluster Algorithm in Pseudo C + + 

0404  res_larger_sorte d : = res.join.mark.reverse ; 

## sub-cluste r  o n R s significan t  Radix-Bits ,  ignorin g lowes t  R i  bit s 
055 res.smaller„clus t  : = res.join.reverse.mark.reverse.radix_cluster(-Ri ,  Rs) ; 

## positional-joi n an d decluste r  projecte d column s fro m smalle r  tabl e int o resul t 
A00 border s : = res_smaller_clustered.radix_count(Hs ,  Hi) ; 
All  res_a l  : = join(res_smaller_clustered ,  smaller^al).radix.decluster(borders) ; 
AX X 
AYY res_a Y : = join(res_smaller_cluatered ,  smaller_aY).radix.decluster(borders) ; 

## positional-joi n projecte d column s fro m large r  tabl e int o resul t 
Bll  res_b l  : = join(res_larger_sorted ,  larger.bl) ; 

BX X 
BZZ res.b Z : = join(res_larger.sorted ,  larger_bZ) ; 

Radixx Accelerator 

Firstt we show the overloaded join MIL procedure that integrates the radix-cluster and 
partitionedd hash-join algorithm seamlessly in the MIL equi-join using some dynamic 
tacticall query optimization: depending on the actual operand sizes and on the global 

CACHEE _SJ2E and CACHE -LINES variables which are initialized by the Calibrator module 
att database startup to the size of the performance-wise most significant memory cache 
levell and number of cache lines - it determines whether or not to use partitioned hash-
join,, which operand is the inner and outer and the optimal Radix-Bits and passes. 

PROCC join(BAT[void,any::1 ]  left ,  BAT[any::1,any:2 ]  right )  :  BAT[oid,any:2 ]  { 
VARR right_batsiz e : = right .  info. f  indC'batsize" )  ; 
VARR left.batsiz e : = lef t  .info. f  indC'batsize" )  ; 

I FF (min(right.batsize,left.batsize )  >  CACHE.SIZE )  { 
I FF (left.batsiz e >  right.batsize )  { 

varr  nbit s : = 1  +  log2(left_batsize/CACHE_SIZE) ; 
varr  npasse s : = 1  +  (nbits-1 )  /  CACHE.LIKES ; 
RETURNN phash - join(right.radix_cluster(npasses ,  nbits).reverse , 

left.reverse.radix.cluster(npasses ,,  nbits) ,  nbits).reverse ; 
}}  ELS E { 

VARR nbit s : = 1  +  log2(right.batsize/CACHE.SIZE) ; 
VARR npasse s : = 1  +  (nbits-1 )  /  CACHE.LINES ; 
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RETURNN phash_join(left.reverse.radix_cluster(npasses ,  nbits).reverse , 
right.radix_cluster(npasses ,,  nbits) ,  nbits) ; 

> > 
} } 
RETURNN joinCleft ,  right) ; 

} } 

Inn order to automatically apply the cluster-decluster join strategy in MIL queries 
thatt can benefit from it, the algorithms have also been wrapped in a MIL radix search-
accelerator.accelerator. As discussed in Section 4.4.2, such structures are attached to BATs, may 
bee maintained under updates and can be exploited by algebraic operators to accelerate 
theirr execution. While the Monet features built-in direct hashing and T-trees, new 
searchh accelerators can be added in extensibility modules. 

Thee r ad ix .dus t e r (X, B) operator attaches its clustered result Y to the input BAT [void, 
oid]] X and in turn attaches radix .count (y, B) to Y by use of a new MIL search ac
celerator.. Also, the radix-cluster {X) directly returns such an attached Y if found on 
ann X input. The same goes for radix_count(y), when it discovers an attached borders 
BATT on a clustered input Y. 

Thee second overloaded join MIL procedure below makes sure that the cluster-
declusterr join strategy is applied in Positional-Joins (i.e., those with a void head column 
inn the right join operand) whenever the input column is not sorted or clustered, and 
thee target column is larger than the memory cache size. 

PROCC join(BA T [void ,  oid ]  left ,  BA T [void ,  any :  :1 ]  right )  :  BA T [void ,  any: :  1 ]  { 
VARR right.inf o : = right.infoC) ; 
VARR right.batsiz e : = int(right_info. f  indO'batsize")) ; 

i ff  (int(right_info.find("tail.sorted") )  »  0  an d right.batsiz e >  CACHE.SIZE )  { 
VARR nbit s : = 1  +  log2(right.batsize/CACHE.SIZE) ; 
VARR nignor e : » min(0 ,  ( 1 +  log2(left.count) )  -  nbits) ; 
VARR npasse s : » 1  +  (nbits-1 )  /  CACHE.LINES ; 

VARR cluste r  : = left.radiz.cluster(npasses ,  nbits ,  nignore) ;  #  onl y compute d firs t  tim e 
VARR border s : -  cluster.radix_count(nbits ,  nignore) ;  #  onl y compute d firs t  tim e 
VARR cluster_value s :  =  cluster.reverse.mark.reverse ; 
VARR cluster„id s : e cluster.mark.reverse ; 
RETURNN cluster.values.join(right).radix_decluster(cluste r  ids ,  borders) ; 

> > 
retur nn joindeft ,  right) ; 

> > 

6.5.33 Performance Evaluation 
Inn this section, we present experiments done on a single-CPU node of the Origin2000 
describedd in Table 6.1. In these experiments, we executed our example project-join 
SQLL query with the above described Monet and "traditional" relational query pro
cessingg strategies on relations of equal size C e {125/f, 50QK, 2M, 8M}, consisting 
off W e {1,4,16,64} all-integer (4-byte) columns, with a join hit rate of 3, and pro
jectingg P e {1,4,16,64|P < W} columns from both relations into the result. In all 
experiments,, all processing happens in main-memory (no I /O or page faults). 

Itt should be noted, that in all our experiments, apart from elapsed time, we also mea
suredd memory cache misses in both the LI and L2, as well as branch mis-predictions. 
Inn the evaluation of join query performance with projections, we omit the detailed 
measurementt results as well as performance models, similar to those presented earlier 
inn this chapter for the Radix-Cluster and Partitioned Hash-Join algorithms. We do this 
forr reasons of conserving space, and also because performance behaves as expected: 
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cardinalit yy  C 

125 K K 
reorde rr  jposjoi n 

500 K K 
reorde rr  j  posjoi n 

2 M M 
reorde rr  |  posjoi n 

8 M M 
reorde rr  |  posjoi n 

unsorte d d 
quick-sor t t 

0 0 
347 7 

34 4 
29 9 

0 0 
1620 0 

215 5 
118 8 

0 0 
7456 6 

2853 3 
484 4 

0 0 
34743 3 

15928 8 
2362 2 

radix-cluster: : 
radix-sor t t 
44 tuple s 
166 tuple s 
644 tuple s 

1KB B 
4KB B 
16KB B 
64KB B 
256KB B 
1MB B 
4 MB B 

1511 19: 2 
1444 17: 3 
1722 15: 3 

1233 13: 1 
911 11: 2 
888 9: 2 
844 7: 2 
400 5: 1 
400 3: 1 
433 1: 1 

29 9 
277 +4 3 
266 +4 2 
266 +3 2 
255 +3 2 
255 +4 1 
266 +3 1 
311 +5 9 
299 +3 0 
322 +2 9 

7699 21: 3 
7799 19: 3 
6711 17: 3 
6022 15: 3 
5155 13: 2 
3977 11: 2 
3766 9: 2 
3811 7: 2 
1777 5: 1 
1688 3: 1 
1788 1: 1 

118 8 
1133 +63 3 
1166 +42 8 
1266 +20 5 
1244 +18 9 
1099 +28 3 
1044 +15 2 
1233 +13 6 
1311 +12 8 
1422 +12 4 
2433 +13 8 

31588 23: 3 
35288 21: 4 
30099 19: 3 
25444 17: 3 
23377 15: 3 
19333 13: 2 
15100 11: 2 
15344 9: 2 
15400 7: 2 
6866 5: 1 
7255 3: 1 

484 4 
4755 +343 2 
4866 +239 4 
4988 +144 4 
5888 +77 1 
4666 +68 4 
5300 +59 8 
4900 +60 0 
6055 +57 2 
5477 +49 6 
20755 +49 7 

194600 25: 3 
179133 23: 3 
165777 21: 4 
155799 19: 4 
129677 17: 3 
116800 15: 3 
109888 13: 3 
94666 11: 3 
73077 9: 2 
77111 7: 2 
34166 5: 1 

2362 2 
23799 +1876 5 
24755 +1821 7 
25333 +1227 7 
25377 +644 0 
25044 +423 0 
27888 +332 8 
29411 +296 9 
30177 +300 1 
32099 +274 0 
97766 +260 9 

Bits:Passes Bits:Passes 

Tablee 6.3: Positional-Join(3C, C) Performance (ms) without reordering, with Quick-
Sort(3C)) or Radix-Cluster(3C) (possibly +Radix-Decluster(3C)) 

•• Quick-Sort indeed exhibits C(\og2(C)~\og2(cachesize)) cache misses on all mem
oryy cache levels, 

•• Unsorted Positional-Join into a column that is larger than a cache, thrashes that 
memoryy cache (degrading with increasing cluster size to the worst-case of one 
cachee miss for each tuple in the outer relation). 

•• Sorted or Clustered Positional-Join into a column with clusters that fit the cache, 
exhibitss just the amount of misses to read in the column once (i.e. the minimal 
"compulsory"" misses). 

•• Radix-Decluster with an insertion window size smaller than the cache only ex
hibitss the minimal compulsory misses to read in all input relations once. 

Consideringg the Monet strategy, a first question of interest is which reordering al
gorithmm works best: Quick-Sort or Radix-Sort. Figure 6.31 shows results for various 
re-orderingg algorithms (Quick-Sort, Radix-Sort and Radix-Cluster) and for Positional-
Join.. The reordering done in our example setting is on the join index previously com
putedd with Partitioned Hash-Join. This BAT[oid,oid] has a cardinality of 3C, due to 
thee join hit-rate of 3. The join costs in this table are for joining this 3C join index 
intoo a column-BAT[void, int] of size C. The reordering costs are for reordering a SC 
joinn index. The results show that Quick-Sort is consistently beaten by Radix-Sort on 
oid,, which is achieved by Radix-Cluster on all significant bits (B = log2(C)). 

Thee detailed data in in Table 6.3 show that in general, however, best performance 
iss not obtained with Radix-Sort but with (partial) Radix-Cluster that clusters on 
aa much more coarser cluster-size than 1 tuple (recall Radix-Sort is a Radix-Cluster 
onn all bits). Partial Radix-Cluster makes Positional-Join performance deteriorate a 
bit,, but at the benefit of greatly reduced reordering cost. The fewer Radix-Bits, the 
betterr the performance (see also the left graph in Figure 6.32). However, in order to 
makee Positional-Join work well, the clusters should at least fit the L2 cache, and keep 
improvingg until they approximate the cost of Positional-Join on a sorted input, when 
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qsortt vs. radixsorl unsorted_posjoinn vs sorted_pos_join vs cluster_pos_join2 

640000000 —*— 2000000 — • — 62500 -
320000000 — • 

5000000 *-- 15625 
^000000 - • 250'-v 

00 5 10 15 20 25 

numberr of radix-bits (-1 =unsorted; 0 = sorted) 

1250000 * -
e^ooooooo ' 2000000 — • — 62500 — • — 
320000000 — » -

Figuree 6.31: Performance of Sorting(3C) and Positional-Join(3C, C) 

thee clusters are so small that they fit the LI cache. In the case of the Origin2000, a 
reasonablee cluster size seems to be 256KB, which is one sixteenth of the L2 size, but 
stilll larger than the 32KB LI. For the larger cardinalities (e.g., 2M and 8M), we see 
thatt even if there is only one projection column, Radix-Cluster followed by Positional-
Joinn beats Unsorted Positional-Join, and the performance gain can become a factor 6 
iff there are many projection columns.10 

Thee partial-cluster join strategy can only be used for projecting columns of one of the 
twoo join relations efficiently with respect to the memory caches. However, if we need to 
projectt columns from both relations, and both relations have so many tuples that their 
column-BATss exceed the cache size, we need to use the cluster-decluster strategy for 
doingg the projections from the other table. The performance of the Radix-Decluster 
operationn is depicted in the right graph of Figure 6.32. The performance of Radix-
Declusterr is quite flat, only deteriorating due to memory cache misses when the amount 
off clusters becomes too large (and the cluster sizes too small). We should note that 
wee found performance of Radix-Decluster to be optimal in this configuration when the 
insertionn window was kept to half of the L2 size (which means that there are still a 
substantiall number of LI misses). 

Gettingg back again to the detailed numbers in Table 6.3, we should look at the 
numberss added to the join cost (listed after the plus sign); this is the cost of Radix-
Declusterr to create the final column result. In the cluster-decluster strategy, each 
Positional-Joinn is followed by a radix _decluster operation; therefore their costs have 
too be added. This decreases the performance advantage with respect to unclustered 
Positional-Join,, but one can see that for the larger cardinalities (2M and 8M), Radix-

10Withh larger cardinalities and faster CPUs, the relative penalty of cache thrashing in the Unsorted 
Positional-Joinn becomes larger, so the overall gain will improve over time. 
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radix_duste rr  (oid , optima l #passes ) radixx  _decluster 2 (optima l multiplier ) 

64000000 0 
320000000 * 

--

numbe rr  ot radix-bit s 

20000000 — • -

::: ::: 
125000 0 
625000 — » — 

\\ 5625 

6^000000 0 
32000000 0 

I I 
.... . 
• • • 

numberr of radi 

20000000 — * — 

5000000 * 

•bits s 

i£500Ü Ü 
62500 0 

Figuree 6.32: Performance of Radix-Cluster(3C) and Radix-Decluster(3C) 

Declusterr still wins. 
Wee now analyze which (cache-conscious) query processing strategy for the projection 

phasee of our generic join query works best in Monet and under which circumstances. 
Ass described earlier, we consider tables of up to 256 columns, which is the maximum 
valuee of P here. Note that for Monet query performance only P matters, not the 
actuall number of columns in the table W (as they are fragmented vertically in distinct 
column-BATs).. Therefore, a Monet experiment for a certain P holds for all W. 

Wee consider four strategies: 

uu Unsorted: one Positional-Join from the join index into each projected column-
BAT. . 

ss Sorted: first sort the join index with the best sorting algorithms (i.e. Radix-Sort). 

cc partial-Cluster: first partially cluster the join index. We take the number of 
Radix-Bitss that gives the best result (in this setting, this generally boils down 
too the 256KB cluster size). 

dd cluster-Decluster: like the clustered experiment, but each Positional-Join is fol
lowedd by Radix-Decluster. 

Figuree 6.33 summarizes the performance of the various Monet strategies to process 
thee projection phase of our example SQL join, depending on amount of projection 
columnss P and cardinality C (recall that the join result actually has size 3C due to 
thee join hit ratio of 3). For small cardinalities (C < 125A'). all strategies that do 
anyy kind of reordering lose to simple unsorted processing of the Positional-Joins, since 
thee column-BATs are so small that they fit the cache anyway. For larger cardinalities, 
however,, the unsorted approach always loses by a big margin (e.g. by more than a factor 
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(P'unsoned_posJoin)) vs (sort + P*sorted_posjoin) vs (radix cluster » p-clus!er_posjoin2t 

vs.. ((radixclusler + radix counl) * P'fcluster posJoin2 + radix decluster2» 

1,0e+08 8 

44 8 16 32 64 128 256 

numberr of projection-attributes (P) 

unsorted d 
sorted d 

clustered d 
declustered d 

3200000 0 0 
800000 0 0 
200000 0 0 

50000 0 0 
12500 0 0 

Figuree 6.33: Monet Projection Strategies: Un
sortedd vs Sorted vs Radix-Cluster vs Radix-
Decluster r 

100 at C = 32M and P = 64). Like we said before, partial-clustered is always more 
efficientt than sorted processing; the difference becoming larger with more projection 
columns.. Finally, we see that the cluster-decluster strategy always loses from the 
partial-clusterr strategy, but is actually quite competitive, beating unsorted processing 
byy a large margin. One should therefore choose it if one cannot use partial-cluster 
anymoree (i.e. on the second projection table). 

Ass such, we formulate the following rules to arrive at the "optimal" projection strat
egyy in Monet on the Origin2000n: 

1.. if for all relations the largest column-BAT fits the L2 cache, use unsorted pro
cessing. . 

2.. if there is only one relation that has projection columns and that does not fit the 
abovee rule, use the partial-cluster strategy for the projections from that relation, 
andd use the unsorted strategy for the projections from the other relations. 

1 11 The rules formulated here are specific to the characteristics of the Origin2000, which has a slow 
T L BB and fast LI cache. Calibrated hardware characteristics for use in detailed cost models, like those 
formulatedd earlier in the Chapter for Radix-Cluster , will provide full performance insight t ha t enables 
aa query optimizer to choose the opt imal s t rategy for any query on any hardware. The development of 
suchh detailed performance models for Radix-Decluster and Positional-Join is considered future work 
heree - though it should not be difficult given the consistent performance results we encountered. 
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p p 

1 1 

4 4 

16 6 

64 4 

system m 

monet t 
relational l 

monet t 
relational l 

monet t 
relational l 

monet t 
relational l 

W W 

* * 
1 1 

4 4 

16 6 

64 4 

* * 
4 4 

16 6 

64 4 

* * 
16 6 

64 4 

* * 
64 4 

C = 1 2 5K K 

1688 (u/u) 
4199 ->- 551 
5600 -+ 571 
7244 -+ 577 
9655 -> 613 

3722 (u/u) 
10111 - • 1028 
13499 -> 1060 
13955 -»• 1160 

11333 (c/u) 
27533  2955 
33099 - • 2989 

39600 (c/u) 
99922 -> 11155 

C=500K K 

9322 (u/u) 
30333 -» 2229 
52755 -»• 2275 
48277 -> 2385 
47355 -»• 2635 

20633 (c/u) 
59288 -> 4459 
66022 - • 4571 
69700 -> 5767 

59822 (c/u) 
128044 - • 12580 
170988 -> 13257 

212944 (c/u) 
384411 -> 46728 

C = 2 M M 

48711 (c/d) 
148922 -»> 8833 
165900 -y 8965 
181911 -»• 9919 
300888 -»> 9911 

96411 (c/d) 
228822 -»• 12221 
257900 -y 14613 
464399 -> 19611 

285099 (c/d) 
534333 ->• 55849 
774255 -+ 58235 

1004611 (c/d) 

C = 8M M 

330699 (c/d) 
791733 -> 47260 
749488 -> 47223 
1466744 -> 48127 
1612911 - • 51477 

425022 (c/d) 
1028377 -+ 81320 
1698833 -> 87721 
2480999 -f 94887 

1619000 (c/d) 

5594644 (c/d) 

Tablee 6.4: Join-Project Performance (ms): Monet vs Relational, simple hash-join —> 
fullyy cache optimized 

3.. if both relations are big (i.e. their column-BATs do not fit L2) and both have 
projectionn columns, use partial-cluster on one and cluster-decluster on the other. 
Onee could use the heuristic to use partial-cluster on the relation with most 
projectionn columns, or with the smallest product of cardinality and number 
off projection columns. Notice that in our experimentation setting, where we 
havee equal cardinalities and equal number of projection columns in both join 
relations,, it does not matter which relation is processed with the partial-cluster 
strategyy and which with the cluster-decluster strategy (this setting with equally 
difficultt projections from both relations is actually worst-case for Monet, as we 
gett maximal cluster-decluster cost). 

Inn Table 6.4 we use the "optimal" strategy for Monet, and compare its performance 
(inn milliseconds) with the performance of "traditional" relational query processing, 
bothh without and with Partitioned Hash-Join (displayed as without —> with). For 
thee Monet results, we append between parentheses the chosen strategy for projecting 
columnss (displayed as larger/smaller). 

Consideringg the optimal overall Monet strategy, we see that in the smaller sizes the 
u / uu - both unsorted strategy wins. At some point, this transitions into c / u (here, 
thee declustered strategy is still more expensive than unsorted). At large cardinalities 
though,, the unsorted strategy costs explode due to cache thrashing, and we get c / d as 
aa winner. We conclude that the Radix-Decluster operation is instrumental in providing 
ann efficient generic join processing strategy in Monet. 

Onee conclusion to be drawn is that also for relational DBMSs, Partitioned Hash-
Joinn brings substantial advantages. In other words, the results of Section 6.4 not only 
holdd for Monet, where we did our initial experiments, but also for generic RDBMS 
technology.. We observe that the advantage is especially pronounced if the relation 
sizess are large and the percentage of columns being projected on is low. In those cases, 
aa 3-fold performance improvement can be obtained (e.g. C=8M, W=64, P = l ) . 

Anotherr conclusion to be drawn is that vertical fragmentation as implemented in 
Monett beats "traditional" query processing by a margin that also is maximized at 
largee cardinalities and low projection percentages, and can reach almost an order of 
magnitudee (e.g., more than a factor 6 at C=2M, W=64, P=l) at our relatively small 
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tablee settings.1 

Evenn if we compare with cache-optimized relational processing, the Monet advantage 
iss more than 50% (factor 2-3). It is interesting to note that although it is definitively the 
casee that a Monet query plan moves more data around than a relational one, the higher 
efficiencyy with which Monet can execute its operations more than compensates for that. 
Theree are two reasons why the vertical fragmentation in Monet is instrumental in this: 
first,, it helps reducing cache misses as columns that are not in the projection never 
needd to be scanned and brought into the caches. Secondly, the vertical fragmentation 
allowss MIL to be what it is: an algebraic language with operators that have signatures 
withh little degree of freedom (few parameters, all of them 2-column tables). This 
smalll degree of freedom in the algebra gives the operators much knowledge at DBMS 
kernell compile-time, enabling CPU-optimizations that are otherwise not possible.13 

Wee have shown in Section 6.4 that such CPU optimizations can attribute for a factor 
44 of performance improvement on modern CPUs. 

Wee can argue though, that the advantage of Monet over "traditional" relational 
queryy processing is in fact even larger, and will expand in the future, for the following 
reasons: : 

•• The experimental setting with equally sized join relations and equal numbers 
off projection columns is worst-case for Monet; as it maximizes Radix-Decluster 
cost.. As Radix-Decluster typically takes at most one third of the query time in 
ourr experiments, the gains of having more skewed numbers of projection columns 
aree limited, however. 

•• The relational implementation tested here uses a Monet infrastructure which we 
supposee to be more CPU-efficient in a main-memory setting than that of the 
averagee RDBMS implementation. 

•• Hardware advances will worsen the memory access bottleneck and increase the 
benefitt of the extreme CPU-optimizations applied in Monet. At the time of this 
writing,, 2 years after the experiments, the fastest CPU is the Pentium 4 running 
att 2.2GHz. This is a factor 5 faster than the Pentium III tested here, while 
memoryy latency has not improved (it actually became 20% slower in RDRAM). 
Furthermore,, the Pentium 4 has an extremely long pipeline (doubled in length 
withh respect to the Pentium III) making it extremely vulnerable to branch mis
predictionss (and increasing the benefit of CPU optimizations). This vulnerability 
iss even more present in the Itanium line of server processors, which due to its 
architecturee (EPIC) fully relies on compile-time optimizations. Also, this line of 
processorss exhibits an increasing abundance of parallel hardware resources which 
iss sure to go unused in non-optimized DBMS code. 

122 We actually carried out experiments up to C=64M tuples and W, P=256 columns, but the short
comingss of our relational implementation - i.e. the byte-size of one BAT could not exceed 32-bit 
integerr bounds - limited the relational experiments to those where P * C < 128M 

l 3Onee other way to increase the compile-time optimization possibilities is to compile in real-time, 
e.g.. by parsing SQL queries, generating C/C-H— or even assembly - and compile this just-in-
timee into a dynamically loadable library, which is then loaded and called into for executing the 
query.. Compilation time can be considerable, though, which might be contradictory to ad-hoc query 
processingg as in OLAP, but also could be alleviated by query-plan caching. To our knowledge, no 
currentt RDBMS implementations use just-in-time machine code compilation, but we pose that given 
itss increasing benefits on modern hardware this may be a sound technique for future database systems. 
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6.66 Conclusion 

Wee have discussed trends in modern hardware, showing the importance of good usage 
off the various cache levels in current computer systems in order to limit access to 
mainn memory DRAM chips, which gets exponentially more expensive with the law of 
Moore.. Also, modern super-scalar CPUs have become fragile with respect to efficiency, 
ass they depend on speculative execution to fill their long pipelines and only deliver their 
advertisedd performance if program code has much locality and is highly predictable. 

Inn this chapter, we investigate the effects of these phenomena on query processing. As 
forr sequential table access, Figure 6.3 shows that the key issue is to reduce the stride, 
whichh is achieved in Monet by vertical fragmentation and enhanced with enumeration 
typess (which makes BUNs, and thus the stride, smaller). As for query processing oper
atorss with random access, such as hash-join, we have shown that un-cacheable memory 
accesss patterns can lead to almost a magnitude of performance degradation in large 
equi-joins.. We refined partitioned hash-join with a new partitioning algorithm called 
Radix-Cluster,Radix-Cluster, that prevents performance becoming dominated by memory latency 
(avoidingg the memory access bottleneck). 

Exhaustivee equi-join experiments were conducted on modern SGI, Sun, and PC hard
ware,, and we formulated detailed analytical cost models that explain why and when 
thee Radix-Cluster/Partitioned Hash-Join algorithm makes optimal use of hierarchi
call memory systems found in modern computer hardware and very accurately predict 
performancee on all three platforms. This modeling work represents an important im
provementt over previous work on main-memory cost models [LN96, WK90]. Rather 
thann characterizing main-memory performance on the coarse level of a procedure call 
withh "magical" cost factors obtained by profiling, our methodology mimics the memory 
accesss pattern of the algorithm to be modeled and then quantifies its cost by count
ingg cache miss events and CPU cycles. We were helped in formulating these models 
throughh our usage of hardware event counters present in modern CPUs. 

Furthermore,, we contributed a hardware-calibrator that automatically detects the 
hardwaree characteristics of the memory hierarchy, and forms the crucial model param
eterss for tuning the settings of our Radix-Algorithms. Such a software module should 
bee part of any cache-conscious DBMS, as it allows to tune cache-conscious query pro
cessingg algorithms independent of the hardware. Monet incorporates the calibrator as 
ann extension module that is run at startup, and we showed with the Radix-Accelerator, 
howw the extracted parameters are used to perform dynamic cache-optimized query pro
cessingg through tactical query optimization in MIL. 

Finally,, we extended our study from isolated hash-join execution to generic join query 
processingg including projections. Here we compared "traditional" relational query 
processingg (with and without Radix-Algorithms) with various column-oriented query 
processingg strategies in Monet. Here, we contributed another algorithm called Radix-
Decluster,Decluster, which in combination with Partial Radix-Cluster and efficient Positional-
Joinn enables fully cache-optimized query processing in Monet. In the overall experi
ments,, we have shown that optimizing equi-joins using the Radix-Algorithms improves 
performancee both in the relational and in the Monet case, while the Monet implemen
tationn is consistently significantly faster than the relational approach. 


